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"Yesterday's authority is gone, and
tomorrow's authority doesn't exist yet."

-Raymond Aron

(BP337)

"I.t is clear that the next great
cultural advance of mankind will involve
the rejection of tradition and of particularism."

-Orlando Patterson
(BS3)
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FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

Surely, the Navy will be among institutions receiving some of the

most forceful impacts from current and future social change.

Like its sister Services, and despite the imperfections and mistakes
"that befall all mortal enterprises, the United States Navy has all the necessary

characteristics to be what it is: one of the great institutions of American society.

It is of formidable size and complexity, having housed millions of Americans and

organized them in systems and procedures for the performance of coordinated

Stasks. The roots of its value system are, mainly, sunk deeply in the American

ethos, but a goodly portion of the Navy ethos is rooted in vaiue systems tested

over longer periods of time than even the two centuries of American identity. It

is important; many of its distinguished deeds were crucial to the continued course

of this society, and its central function continues to be indispensable. It is

unique; its expertise, carefully honed, passed to successive generations with pains-

taking concern, cannot be duplicated. Its ships and stations, schools and staffs

are animated by people who are brighi, competent, and devoted.

One might think that a great institution of such stability, uniqueness,

expertise, and devotion would be almost invulnerable to social change; but no

imnstitution, whatever its stature and without exception, is invulnerable any longer,

if it ever was.

In our times, as Margaret Mead observes, a dozen revolutions are

occ:urring simultaneously. Institutions being buffeted b) change object that,

while some of the revolutionary themes being advanced are valid, others are

outrageous, naive, apocalyptic, or irrational. And so some k;re. Bu't one's

1 reaction depends partially on one's background, and station in life, and

conditioned perspective.

- -3-



Some current revolutions are more or less transitory fads; however sweeping

and demanding they may appear to be over a couple of years, they leave little

residual effect. Many of the themes being advanced will go the way of all fads,

or otherwise fail the severe tests necessary to qualify as port of the future's

grand design, and so fall among the discards.

Some other current revolutions are cyclic or tidul in nature; their dimen-.

sions, even some of their t',.mes, are more or less familiar, and the Navy has

lived through similar tin.,. before. Among familiar themes are the end-of-war

renunciation of military affairs, the determination to reduce military budgets, the

resurgence of faith in the possibilities of banishing war, premature assertions of

generational competence, and some increase in egocentric, hedonistic pursuits.

Each time the cycle infuses these elements with renewed force, they recur with

varying styles and orbits; and they leave behind another increment of change.

Their course is not completely unpredictable; we may even foresee their diminution

as part of the classical cycle.

In Me~low's and MacGregor's analyses, the pyramiJ of motivation comprises

several layers. The most elementary level is concerned with motivations to satisfy

hunger, thirst, ccld, and so on. The next level, slightly less fundamental, concen-

trates on ensuring one's personal scfety and security. At this point, one interjects

MacGregor's finding that a satisfied need is no longer a motivator of behavior.

Thus, as in our affluent society, many have no cause for concern over their basic

needs, but are free to pursue "higher" levels of motivation-social acceptance,

social approval, self-acceptance and identity, esteem, prestige, and self-fulfillment.

If one were to transfer the application of this theory from the individual to the nation,

it would be apparent that the Navy satisfies an elementary need of the nation. When

safety and security are not certain, theylbecome primary motivators of a nation's

behavior; but when the nation appears to be secure, other motivations predominate.

Some other revolutions occurring, however, seem more like peaks on a

continuous wave of human progress, an extended movement with non-recurrent

-4-
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stages, whose destination lies far beyond any horizon that we can see. The

S1+ effects of these revolutions are the least predictable of all--in nature, scale, or
duration.

There is a case to be made for identifying the roots of all the valid themes,
not in contemporary events, but in the very long history of man. None of these
themes has been discovered today-in the youth movement, or in any other area
of the culture. They have all been cited again and again, by one or another
political philosopher, religious founder, moralist, heretic, poet, or scholar.
Basically, they pursue universal, ancient ideals, such as justice, freedom from
want, and freedom from fear and servitude. They bear witness to the myths, the
rationalizations, and the shortfalls in social performance; and they advance the human
condition by some degree. Their effects are more or less permanent.

All three types of change (actually, there are dozens), have to be coped
with during any one period, especially a period so charged with dynamism as the

- ione v;' are living in now; and it is aifficult to predict the probable range of
effect of any particular change, especially overlapping aspects changing at different
levels. Overall, the changes which are most significant for the future are those
which are part of the long historical trend, especially significant in relation to
institutions which must themselves endure far into the future.

The data presented in this project, sounding some 1800 sources, sho, but the
tip of the iceberg. We identify some 400 potential impacts; and a number of others
are implicit in the data, in.volving changes of all types and levels of significance.
We stress that these soundin. •'re taken en route. There are few signs that "safe
harbor" is dead ahead; and tý_ýa ire numerous signs that the unfinished part of
the voyage will be long indeed and tf:t the waters are still largely uncharted. It
would be a wise decision to monitor social change continuously and systematically,[ much as technological change is monitored.

Peering as far into the future as tfl- span of a d:cad_ý, and well aware
that many aspects of the following changes are also occurring on other levels,

-5-



we suggest that the following are the areas of cultvra; change of greatest lonu-

crarne significance to the future of the Navy and Marine Corps.

- the changing role of change: its acceleration and pervasiveness; the

sense of uncertainty and intermittent confusion it generates; the growing suspicion

it fosters that there are no permanent answers, only time-bound and culture-bound

clarifications; a sense of temporariness; a need for a new attitude toward change-

an attitude of calm acceptance of change as a permanent feature of the social

condition. This is very disruptive for men and institutions, who tend to seek equi-

librium. We may have to develop a sixth sense of continual awareness, or readiness,

toward change.

- the enlarging universe: exploration of outer space, still in its infancy,

suggests that our perspectives will change, to regard it less as an awesome, hope-

lessly unfathomable mystery, and more as a fantastically difficult problem and

challenge. As yet, we understand very little about how to overcome the challenge,

but it is no longc: regarded as beyond human comprehension or totally beyond human

challenge. This altered perspective has much to do with the altering perspectives

toward the place of man in the universe.

- the shrinking Earth: not much of this planet remains in the "unknown"

category. Even the Undersea will soon become the scene of much activity and

exploration. As human population multiplies, we become conscious of the finite

limits of the Earth's space and resources. As time and distance are compressed

by communications, transportation, education, trade, and internation transactions,

cultural differences seem potentially less divisive. A s.nse of regional community

is expanding unevenly; a faint sense of world community struggles to grow beyond

embryo, especially among the young, altering perspectives toward such concepts

as "sovereignty, " "closed society" and "cultural superiority."

- the erosion of authority: in the family, church, school, government,

institution. Evolution in the roles of ethics, morals, institutional religion. The

powerful effects of rising levels of knowledge and education. The rejection of

-6-



systems of rough justice and rough equality in f,'vor of more precise systems. The

decline of elites and of the "charismatic Great Man" concept. Evolution of leader-

ship along lines of sharing and social exchange. Uncertainty of the adult, in

" j• rejecting at least part of the responsibility for the unsatisfactory state of this much-

criticized world. rErosion of the structural value of the Work Ethic leads to future

"I concern over which social vehicles will perform the function of transmitting this

society's core-values to the young. Perhaps this revolution, despite its appearances,

is not really engaged in an infeasible rejection of all Authority, only in rejection of

many of the specific authorities citied so far.

- the New Sensibility: heavy emphasis on individualism, especially among

the young. Restlessness under discipline. Resistance against being hopelessly

committed to practices, Authorities, and values simply handed down from the past.

Insistence on qualities of justice, freedom, and equality beyond mere facades or

old rough systems. Concern to develop each individual's full potential. Concern for

others often expressed, but depih of real concern ambiguous. Diversity, diversity

making available more alternatives for choice.

- inner space: exploration of the human psyche, uncovering new layers of

motivation, Interrelationships among beliefs, values, attitudes, preconceptions,

perceptions, biases. How accurate is ou! evaluation of performance, let alone of

motivation? How does learning take place? What is patriotism? Are the triggers

of alienation in tke environment or the individual? Analysis of "what makes us

tick" is proceeding from fragmentary insights to crganized system of systems.

- social dynamics: a host of trends, including social and physical mobility.
Evolution in the roles of family, marriage, sex, women, minorities. Anticipating

widespread installation of the computer, changes in motivation, conditions, terms,

and goals related to work and leisure, including a fear of not being needed by

future society. Dissatisfaction with materialistic goals. Growth of a sense of

Scommunity, somewhat ambivalent.

-7-



social organization • increasing need for social planning and control.

Organizations will become bigger, more complex, more interrelated, more socially

conscious. Need to humanize the bureaucracy. blurring distinction between public

and private sectors. Public organizations will become more client-oriented, more

citizen and consumer oriented. In the rising tension between the individual and

the organization, the organization may provide indispensable shelter, but without walls.

The Navy future is like a great tapestry being woven in a shop crammed with

whirring machines, full of spinning axles, pulleys, gears, belts,ard wheels of

different diameters rrd ratios, some operating on reduced scales developing

peripheral portions that can be removed and replaced in the future, others designed

on more majestic scales developing the main portions that will endure. The

Navy is not alone. Many other social institutions-government, universities, religious

bodies, corporations -will be affected by the same changes. Each will, for example,

retain less autonomy or isolation, and will experience greater interrelation and perhaps

greater convergence with other institutions. Each will reexamine its most basic

rationales and restate them in modern terms more meaningful to new generations.

Indispensable social functions will st*ll be performed a decade from now; but the

styles of internal and external relationships , the methods of orientation and assimil-

ation, and the life-styles of persons and organizations may undergo extensive change.
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT

To identify potential impacts resulting from the comprehensive

range of cultural change in the decade ahead upon the Navy (and Marine

Corps) activities concerned with personnel and organization.

BACKGROUND

This research project was conducted betwee,. July 1970 and

August 1972.

Dr. Anthony L. Wermuth served as principal investigator through-

out the project. Other members of the Westinghouse Center for Advanced Studies

and Analyses who worked on the project at one time or another included

Mr. Misha N. Kadick, Dr. Paul C. Davis, Dr. Arnold Singer, Mr. Frank

Murphy, Mr. Dimitry N. Ivanoff, Mr. Eric Wickstrom, Mrs. Marjorie Mapp,

Miss Jane B. Brodsky, Mr. Herb Klinghoffer, Miss Deborah Cabin, Miss Sue K.

Coady, Miss Carol Migdalovitz, Miss Joan Lewis, Miss Jean Mims, Mr. Geoffrey

Hurwitz, Mr. Gregory Christopulos, and Mr. Robert Goldich.

We would like to acknowledge the attentive and helpful support
throughout of the project monitors in the Office of Navy Researcl-, Dr. John A.

Nagay and Dr. Bert King.

Many persons and agencies have contributed to the accomplishments

of this project in one wa/ or another. The entire list would take up too much

space here; hence we shall content ourselves with citation of the principal ones:

Office of Naval Reseorch, Bureau of Naval Personnel, the Deputy Chiefs of

Staff for Personnel of the Army and Air Force; the United States Military, Naval,

and Air Force Academies; 'he Air University, and the Naval, Army and Air War

Colleges; the Armed Forces Staff College; Navy Personnel and Training Research

Laboratory, the Naval Trai,. -- Center, and the Marine Corps Recrut Training

! -11-
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Center, all at San Diego, California; the Naval Training Station, Great Lakes,

Illinois; the Naval Post Graduate School, Monterey, California; the Air Force

Training Command, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas; rho Army's 4th Division,

Fort Carson, Colorado; the Army's Combat Developments Command; and various

research agencies.

SCOPE OF THIS PROJECT

This project has been divided into three sequential phases:

PHASE I: Development of a typology of the Navy's values us

an institution, utilizing the methodologies of values, value sys-

tems, and value change, and deriving a typology from the spheres

of American values, military values, and organization values.

The results were published: The Institutional Values of the Navy

(AD726446) in June 1971.

PHASE I1: Search and appraisal of the literature (official, popu-

lar, specialist, academic, scholarly, disciplinary) concerned with

forecasting future cultural change across a wide spectrum of social

activity: philosophical, international, technological, bio-medical,

social and cultural, organizational, domestic institutions, domestic

orientations, and the military establishment.

PHASE III: Projection of selected impacts into the Navy's systems
for personnel and organization including the continu;ng military

establishment as context for change, current social change and

their military impacts, old and new directions of future impacts,

and implpcations for Navy values.

-12-



t I NOTES ON PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
1. The order of presentation of sections of this report places first this back-

ground, then a brief statement of implications, then a summary of the

most impootant findings and conclusions, then the body of data on change

and impact.

"f 2. The major subsections of the main body of data bear these h-eadirtgs:

Philosophical; International; Technological; Bio-medical; Social and

Organizational; National Orie'ntations; Domestic Institutions; the

Continuing Military Context; Vietnam and Other Impacts; and Old and

New Directions.

3. In general, predicted changes are presented on the left side of the page;

potential impacts are discussed on the right side. Many passages of changes

extend exclusively over a number of serial pages; in such instances, entire

pages are devoted to change. The same procedure has been used where

impact discussion extends exclusively over several successive pages. Other-

wise, where both change and impact are directly related on the same page,

both aspects appear on the same page.

4. In the great majority of instances, every entry of change is listed with

reference to one or more specific entries in the bibliographies. There are

a number of exceptions, concerning changes conceived directly by the

stud., tecam.

5. There is a cetain amount of deliberate overlap among sections and subjects,

to demonstrate the interrelationships among many areas of the data. Some

subjects are covered extensively in one section, but also covered to lesser

extents in various other sections-for example, technology and values. As

noted, on many points, we have cited a number of sources whose views on

the same piint sometimes agree, sometimes disagree, sometimes intermix.

-13-



Repetition will be noted fairly frequently; sources are cited which repeat

the views of others in order to establish some sense of the ,einforcement

that exists concerninci certain views. One reason is that no one source

has a monopoly on troth or prescience. In other instances, the original

source of many ideas cannot be identified.

The data in the first eight Sections are predominantly reflective of social

change in the broad contexts outside the military. Among these data, a

number of impacts are cited which have obvious direct application on

Navy activities. In those Sections, nevertheless, we have relied princi-

pally upon our own articulation of specific impacts on Navy activities.

In the final three Sections, the focus of the data is reversed; data in

these Sections are preponderantly addressed directly to the military con-

text, and many items of data project impacts on Navy activities so speci-

fically as not to bear repetition. In those three Sections, nevertheless,

a number of other points do appear to bear restatement witi, an added

dimension; and so, we have specifically articulated several impacts in

those Sections also.

7. We have relied perhaps more heavily than is normal in comparable studies

on newspapers and periodicals because of the rapidity of change in these

times; while a book may forecast a specific change ahead without any

real evidence, newsparer items sometimes provide evidence that such a

change may be actually underway.

8. We quote more frequently and at greater length than is perhaps standard

in comparable studies. The principal reason is that something of the value

judgment is often transmitted by the author's own words, as well as identi-

fication of his specific evaluaton.

9. We have fried to avoid technical jargon, believing with Melville that

"a man of true science uses but few hard words, and those only when

none other will answer his purpose; whereas the smatterer in science...
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_thinks that by mouthing hard words he understands hard things." This

penchant for plain English has bu.n violate.d occasionally, when the

points cited seem important enough to be described in direct quotations

of which the clarit,,. leaves something to be desired. Material that

proved out-and-out unintelligible to us has been deleted-perhaps a

deprivation to a few readers but a boon to others.

10. Practically every item drawn from a source in the literature is keyed to

an entry in the bibliography, according to the following categories: BG,

government publications; BF, foreign publications; BB, books; BP, periodi-

cals; BN, newspapers; BM, miscellaneous; BS, supplementary bibliography.

- - CENTRAL INTEREST OF THIS STUDY

We have tried to keep in mind throughout this study that the pur-

pose of making it is related to the missions of the Navy and Marine Corps (and

the military in general) and that the -value of our data will be established by

identifying relationships to the militar,/ environment. Some items may seem some-

what distant from military iffairs; furt:!r reflection may being concurrence with

us that there is a relationship and thau is worth consideration.

In respect to this centbal interest, an important overall dilemma

facing the armed forces has been well kated by Lawrence I. Radway:

"Armed forces leaders havw.e always tequired two sets of virtues.
One consists of skills and c-.,'titudes useful in battle, the other
of skills and attitudes useful 'n coping with the larger social
and technological envirormere."

"Combat leadership requires in, ability to inspire a special
category of men under spee'tio .,)-nditions... if few will ever
hear a shot fired in anger, -ll r 'e taught to persevere in
the face of confusion and dang . .aid human beings must be
trained to overcome egoism and "virr it does not come naturally.
Hence adamant insistence on k.yr i~y, unity, courage, obedience,
hardiness, and zeal. In no mcn .)re such qualities much enhanced
by long study or reasoned ar!.coe.', •ast of all in the uncerclasses
who loom so large in combat outfirs. They are enhanced instead
!" discipline, by symbol, and above all by personal example...
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"The converse is true of ability to cope with the
larger environment. In Janowitz's terms, this rests
on 'managr.rial' rather than 'heroic' qualities...

"The history of military education has been a tug-
of-war between two images: one conceives of the
soldier as a fighting man, the other as a manager.
The claims uf the manager are now pressed vigorousl7/
... Yet it is just as obvious that those jotherl virtues

are not obsolete. So the tug-of-war continues...

As an Air Force Academy statement put it:

'The Academy must fuse two potentially
c,-.nflicting values: on the one hand, the
spirit of intellectual integrity and inquiry,
which may downgrade deference to authority,
unless rationally supported, and on the other
hand, the spirit of military loyalty and disci-
pline, which sometimes accents deference to
authority without rational justification.'

"The width of the gap should not be exaggerated since
earnest efforts are made to bridge it from both sides,
but it is never wholly closed." (BB247)

SCOPE OF THE DATA

1. We have cast very wide nets into the ocean of forecasted change, as

is evidenced in the range of headi'-js under which the data are organized.

With few exceptions, we have tried to cover every major field of humnan

activity represented in the literature of prediction that appears potentially

relevant to Navy people and organization.

2. The two primary-interest areas among Navy activities are those involving

systems for handling personnel and (non-tactical) organization. By per-

sonnel systems, we mean recruitment, classification, tecting, training,

education, administration, selection, promotion, elimination, reward and

punishment, pay and benefits, facilities and support, dependent support,

and retirement.
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3. By activities related to organization, we mean institutional toles; formal and

informal structures; bureaucracy; stratification; primary and secondary groups;

internal communities; internal communications; co.,ncepts of command, direc-

-- tion, management, and leadership; linkages +o external institutions and groups;

and linkages to values and change.

4. Obviously some degree of selectivity end judgment had to be exercised amongst

the proliferating literature of prediction. Some rule of parsimony had to be

applied, else we would have been buried under data, of which much would

have had little or no significai c.e. Data collection essentially ceased early

in 1972, except for a number of important items.

. 5. The principal criteria utilized for selection are importance and likelihood.

Sources vary greatly in their efforts to support their predictions, ranging from

flat statement to pair.staking application of several stages of the Delphi tech-

nique. Such m•gumentation and analysis as appear in the literature concerning

each predi•',.itn have been taken into consideration in applying the criteria of

likelihood cnd importance. The study team's application of these criteria to

a great number of predictions was necessarily subjective.

6. W!Ynevor -he Navy is referred to, Marine Corps interests are included. It is

"a'sumed that irost aspects of cultural change will affect the Marines Corps

"(cod, in fact, the Army and the Air Force) about the same as the Navy. Hence,

"- distinctions are not routinely made in this study. Where it seems appropriate to

distinguish Marine Corps impacts from Navy impacts, distinctions arý indicated.

7. Our objective is to point out impacts which we believe may emerve from future

cultural change and affect the Navy. We do not attempt to tell the Navy what

to do about them. In certain instances, we pass beyond stark identificalion of

potential impacts to suggest what implications may extend from impacts, but

whether the Navy eventually decides to absorb them, adapt to them, resist

them, blunt them, or finesse or ignore them is, we feel, up to the Navy.
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8. Some cultural fields have been omitted fro-,i cn.,si.Peration--for example,

the arts. This is not to imply that developrn, 'ts in the aits ire irrelevant;

clearly, the arts frequently provide the most ',)formative expressions of a

culture and its values. Nevertheless, their future 'tmpact on institutions,

such as the Navy, would be most difficult to trace. Hov'ever, the prin-

cipal reason for this omission was the absence of necessor/ expertise among

the members of the study team. It is to be expected that o certain amount

of variable scope obtains among the cu.•ural field and disciplines zhat are

covered herein.

9. Some functional Fields more closely related to military institutions have

also been omitted, or cover'g,ý of them has been minimized, for various

reasons having to do with the more extensive analysis continuously devoted

to them by the armed forces through other channels-more extensive than

would be appropriaie or possible for this study team to allocate. Notabie

among these fields are foreign-area studies, predictions of future co ict

environments, strategic equations, tactical organization, future wec:ons

technology, budget allocation, and demographic manpower projections.

Nevertheless, certain aspects of some of these fields are examined in

moderate scope, such as manpower projections in terms of values as well

as in demographic terms.

10. Naturally, some fields, and particularly some developments within fields,

were neglected because they appear irrele' ant, immaterial, or unlikely,

although a number of ambiguous exceptions are included.

11. It i'.- emphasized that the overwhelming proportion of sources art. published

predictions. WMatever methods have been used by the sources, the pri-

primary reliance of all sources is on speculation and guesswork. This

is not to discount technological forecasting, which is fairly represented

in Oi;e ciato and in the bibliography. Nevertheless, we stress the con-

ditiona; nature of all prediction of the future and the import.ant rele

that muist be accorded the views of the specialist most thoroughly
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familiar with each field. Even in technological forecasting about tech-

nology, "expert opinion is usually the major source in making futuristic

technology assessments." We believe we have explored the views of

the best known and most eminent sources, plus many others not well

known but perhaps equally valuable. In sum, the essential nature of

the bulk of our data comes from secondary sources outside the study team.

The bibliography comprises some 400 books, 450 periodical items, 100

government documents, 220 miscellaneous studies and reports, and 620

newspaper articles. Still, we realize that we probably missed some

important material-a matter of regret. Tho bibliography was locked

in early May 1972; only miscellaneous items were added thereafter.

12. No original basic data, such as attitude surveys, have been contributed

by this study team. Analyses, findings, and conclusions related to the

data and contributed by the study team are identified as such. Aspects

of the data relevant to young people entering the armed forces, and

armed forces programs, benetted from study team visits to Navy, Marine

Corps, Air Force, and Army reception and training centers at San Diego,

Lackland AFB, Great takes, and Fort Carson.

13. While we endeavored to maintain awareness of aspects of change which

possess high visibility, we have attempted throughout to maintain a long-

range perspective: viz., what changes are likely to remain, or become,

important in their impact on the Navy a decade from now? In some

instances, we include pred'ctions ovet a longer range, to indicate

possible end-states of change which will be only in process a decade

from now.

14. As will be apparent in the text, no definitive conclusions are offered

conccrning many predictions. Some current trends are uncertain and

could extend in a number of directions. Even the potential importance or

relevance of some trends is purely conjectural at this time. In addition
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to what will change, we have been interested in what will not change.

The course of human wants, preferences, and priorities is highly complex;

"every change is subject to change. As the political, technological,

economic, and cultural contexts change, man's values change, as Maslow,

MacGregor, and others have clearly shown. To pontificate, or at least

predict with assurance, concerning cultural change, would be the height

of folly. The outstanding characteristic of the study team's view con-

cerning the predictions cited is tentativeness, containing a healthy

proportion of skepticism. We do not know what changes will be most

important or relevant a decade from now, and we believe that nobody

knows. What we present are possibilities.

15. Nor have we adduced evidence with the intent of proving only spec-

ulations or predictions; we adhere to our position that such propositions

cannot be proved.

16. Aside from the cultural and social forces themselves, the literature is a

highly complex expression of opinion, of variable depth and quality, con-

taining predictions of trends, forces, results, and indications pointing in

almost every direction of the compass of change. Some constitute nonsense-

but can one be sure? Some contradict each other. Some apparently stem

from wish-fulfillment or advocacy rooted in the interest of some person,

group, or school. Yet, even some of these predictions will doubtless

turn out to be right, but which ones? Therefore, we have tried to cite

representative views e n all sides of major controversie!, while eschewing

polemics and strictures.

17. We have refrained from moral judgments, including instances in whi :h

moral judgments were freely rendered and with which we strongly disagree.

"18. We have not attempted to establish fully fleshed baseline data in every

field and discipline, or to describe the present states of art or the pre-
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i vailing theories and paradigms in every such field. There is some of it,
more in some subject areas than others. In most fields, some current

baseline has been assumed; emphasis has been placed on the future.

Nevertheless, a good deal of current data appears, based on theSpremise that interest in and knowledge of the present is essential to

underwrite I- ojection of the future. No matter how different the

future will be From the present, it can emerge only From the present;

there is no possibility of critical discontinuity.

1-

I
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SUMMARY OF DATA AND IMPACTS

3 ,•It appears overwhelmingly likely that the military establishment will be

profoundly affected by cultural change over the next decade. Every social insti-

tution is being forced, voluntarily or involuntarily (or both), to reexamine its

most fundamental premises. No institution, formal or informal, will escape-

government, religion, law, education, the family-all must reanalyze their roles

in society and the rationales by which they justify and explain their roles.

Even if they emerge with essentially the some roles and rationales, they will

have to restate them in modern terms which abandon partly-outworn cliches and

adopt terms meaningful to generations with perspectives which are, at iea:t in

part, radically new.

The military institutions will probably have to follow suit. They may

find their classic roles and rationales reaffirmed, though not exclusively by them-

selves; for society will be a primary mover in the reevaluation process. But

even if reaffirmation does occur, the terms will be modernized. Possibly an

analogy can be drawn with the New Math. Some adults say New Math is so

different that they cannot understand it. But the science of mathematics has

not been changed-only the terms in which it is being expressed.

This Part of the Report summarizes the findings in each of the eleven

major Sections and lists concise predictions of potential impact upon the Navy's

organization and personnel systems. Section integrity is kept intact and reflects

faithfully the organization of the data in the main section of the report; a summary

is presented of the major general changes at work under that classification, followed

by the ielivant foreseen impacts on the Navy. The Sections are Philosophical;

International; Technological; Bio-Medical; Social and Cultural, Organizational;

National Orientations; Domestic Institutiors; The Continuing Military Conioxt;

Vietnam, and Other impacts; and Old and New Directi )ns.
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PHILOSOPHICAL

It is difficult to analyze and even more difficult to plan for the future.

The futurist must strike a balance between the utopian and the pragmatic, and
must avoid evaluating the future in terms of present values without allowing for

"change in those values. His task is complicated by anomalies and unexpected

changes in society, by the difficulty of distinguishing the significant from the

transitory, and by the quickening pace of change. The role of the futurist and

predictor is especially important in the United States, because in many areas

"of change, the ,nited States is the trailbreaker for the rest of the world, and

because of the traditional American willingness to accept change, coupled with

unwillingness to control or direct it. Current social change and the ever-widening

range of choices it presents widens the gap in many respects, between the sciences

and the humanities, while, in nther respects, the distinction between the two

becomes increasingly blurred.

Despite these structural and methodological obstacles, study of the

future remains imperative, whether it be in terms of functional subsystems of

society, levels and types of human interaction, or chronological-historical

analysis. Science, technology, economic growth, and their consequences (including

the counterpressures they generate) continue to undermine traditional values of

religion, competition, hierarchy, and nationalisr., and tend to replace them with

the so-called "counter-culture" values of secularization, cooperation, egalitarian-

ism, and universalism. Process supersedes goal in importance; the experiential

supersedes the utilitarian. Yet the same technological and economic advances

necessitate greater efficiency, coordination, and control, concepts which are

antithetical to the counter-culture ethos. Tension between the old and the new

values (or, rather, tension between differing priorities among the same values),

j and between the complex organization the technetronic society needs and the

humanistic liberation it engenders, will be the main causes of social conflict

5 in the future.
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Ethics, morals, and religion have also been affected by contemporary

social change. Traditional morality has come under attack on ethical and bio-

logical -psychological grounds. Established Judeo-Christian concepts of individual-

ism, freedom of choice, and free will are challenged by modern philosophers and

psychologists on the grounds that the need for cooperation, the reality of inter-

dependence, and the truism of environmental conditioning have rendered the

former ideals obsolete and inapplicable to current prob!ems. Religion is experi-

encing similar convulsions. Belief in God per se declines as science provides

a mechanistic explanation for more and more events hitherto regarded as super-

natural. The mystical, revelatory relationship between the individ.,al and his

God that has been the foundation of traditional theology is replaced by the

more pragmatic one between the individual and society-"The Social Gospel"

of humanism. The authoritarian and hierarchical nature of the church becomes

at least partly incompatible with movements toward shared authority and egali-

tarianism. Religion today is faced with problems of adapting an individualistic

tradition to an increasingly collectivistic society, with treading the line between

the loneliness of freedom and the narrowness of restraint, and, as always, of

imparting a sense of meaning and purpose to life.

The erosion of traditional values has been accompanied by the decline

of tradition,;l symbols of authority, such as family, comm.nity, and government,

which are being replaced by the self, peer groups, communal concerns, and

hedonistic preferences. To the extent that ind'viduals become more small-group-

oriented, they tend to view authority as spectators rather than participants, for

their perceptions of the size and remoteness of institutions lessen impact and

meaningfulness. Further strain results from the decline of authority as a concept

taking place simultaneously with the rise of rationalization and central planning,

which require the exercise of more, rather then less, authority.

The prospects are not entirely negative. We are speaking here prin-

cipally about the avant-garde, not yet the center of gravity. The revolt against

authority could lead to greater opportunities, chailenges, and standards, as well
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as either to anarchy or to reactive repression. Future authority and government

will have to reconcile the increasing desire for liberation from restraints with

a complex society's need for direction and control.

The partially conflicting trends of cooperation, interdependence, and

planning will cause men, in Gerald Bachman's words, to "measure their selfhood

and dignity in terms not so much of their independence and rugged individualism

as of their interdependence and communal mutuality." However, group identi-

"fication may relate to subcultures of occupation, specialization, age, and marital

status, and by mobility among subcultures, rather than to society as a whole.

"Thus, while great diversity of individual aspirations may be seen as dysfunctional

to society as a whole, the range of choices available to the individual will

increase in pace with available subcultures and life-styles. !n such a society

of constant change and increasing range of choices, each individual may be

faced with crises of identity as he seeks his self-fulfilling niche, possibly con-

fused by the prospect of alienation and anomie resulting from bigness, impersonality,

and loss of constancy in values and traditions. Care is therefore needed to avoid

the extremes of conformity-adjustment on the one hand and individualism-

"loneliness on the other; some compromise between the two is both nece.•sary and

likely.

In short, prospects for the future involve increased diversification

together with greater uniformity, and inevitable tension between these two trends,

as well as transitional pains resulting from the decline of old concepts and their

replacement by new ones.

"Potential Impacts:

1. Though increased emphasis on autonomy and the self may lead

to the decline of organized religion, it is doubtful that most basic moral and

ethical concepts will decline greatly in effectiveness. Projecied value changes

will force the military to subiect itself to searching self-examination of its own

rationale as one among a number of traditional social institutions. However,
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such introspection should not obscure the military's interest, less for its own sake

and more for that of society as a whole, in preserving and transmitting a valid

moral and ethical heritage.

2. As an authority-oriented institution, the military could be adversely

affected by the declining legitimacy of authority in American society and society's

prospective declining interest in socializing its youth into at lease some accep-

tance of the need for authority, in a balanced relntionship of rights and obligations.

3. The military, like other complex organizations, will be affected

by the seemingly contradictory tendencies of social change in conceding greater

freedom to the individual in some areas, while promising to restrict it further

in others.

4. The central predictions explored by this introductory and abstract

section-tension between the drive for individuality and the need for collectivity,

the increased need for competence and specialization, and the ubiquity of tech-

nological change throughout all aspects of future life-will all have pervasive

impacts on the Navy.
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a IINTERNATIONAL

Future socio-cultural change will not be any means be confined to

the United States, but will occur in varyii.g degrees throughout the globe. A

_ISO,. dynamic world is predictable in the sen.e of being well supplied with advances

in communications, technological developments, and channels for trans-national

cooperation; yet these developments are not reason enough to expect dramatic

or imminent improvement in the sum of international cohesion. Despite ',,ith in our

own intentions and abilities, we cannot ignore the intensification of instability

fostered by clashing ideologies; changing value systems; population expanding

faster than fooa production; spiraling demands for resources versus declining world

resources; increasing transnational pollution of land, sea and air; advancing tech-

nolugy which favors the already advantaged; increasing gaps between "haves"

and "have-nots"; and the inherent limitations on growth within a finite environment.

It is predicted that by the year 2000 there may be three to five super-

power entities, all with the capability of manufacturing nuclear weapons, thus

increasing threats to international stability. There are continuing critical problems

within and among Third-World nations, and the nation-state system is in jeopardy

of being superseded by regional power-groupings in Europe, Asia, the Mid-East,

and Latin America. These developments have the capability of upsetting the delicate

equilibrium upon which the absence of world conflict is dependent.

It is predicted that economic and technological gaps will widen, that

85% of the world will be struggling to survive, that food production may fail

further behind population growth, that resources are dwindling and may be difficult

for the heaviest users to import, and that the LDC's are already warning the

.1 advanced countries that they will not remcan indefinitely in states of technological

and economic inferiority. While some experts are confident that substitute re-

V" sources for minerals and energy will be forthcoming, possibly from the sea, the

substitutes are not yet in eAistence. Technological innovations have the capacity

to improve international relations through numerous techniques devised foi the
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betterment of life. However, without effective social commitment and well-

defined goals, combined with the possibility of economic competition for trading

partners and raw mrterials, opportunities for international conflict will persist.

The universality of these issues, and their need ffr co-operative solutions,

merely emphasize f-'at international stabilization and independent national stra-

tegies are becominj increasingly incompatible.

A major source of contemporary change has revolved around the advances

made in technology-especially computers and communications. Space technology

can provide some impetus for international co-operation since certain projects are

beyond even the capabilities of a super-power. Yet other implications of this

technology strengthen competition in that it tends to maintain bi-polarity; it

*. is a visible demonstration of national pre-eminence and it allows for the erosion

of national privacy and security by means of ad'anced communications and other

forms of space satellites.

Public attitudes towards technology are very important. The impact

of innovations must be assessed carefully in advance, rather than be embraced

without reservation. Although rapid advancements are being made in space

exploration, the huge investments tent to stimulate impatience with the slow

progress in solving other problems, such as urbanization, poverty, disease, and

war. Predictions are emerging that massive applications of technology may be

ineffective, and sometimes c, unter-pro luctive, if they culminate in the possible

loss of freedom to the individual.

Whatever the ultimate uses of technology, it must not offend the

sensibilities of the LDC's, nor appear-as it now does-as an aggressive,

exploitative menace from the West. The technological age has produced rapid

value change. These changes have become global in nature, given the rapidity

and ease with which certain values cross international boundaries; and the in-

creasing impacts of interaction between diverse peoples and groups. While there

is an increasing potential for world-wide co-operation, the impacts of technology,

primarily Western, on long-held values may be highly disturbing. To promote
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radical change without being aware of the latent potential disruptions is to in-

vite strains the host community itself does not understand. Issues about which

polarization may be expected include the need for population control, the

dominance of Western life due to increased industrialization-contributing to the

resultant revolution of rising expectations, and the coming competition over

exploration of the resources in the oceans and the seabeds. These issues, as

well as those cited previously, are potentially explosive and require international

"co-operation for solution.

There is sufficient probability of future conflict to warrant the existence

of an effective military establishment and The further refinement of deterrent

and combat systems. However, changing national and international values will

present problems in less familiar societal aspects with which the military, as

well as all other social institutions, must cope.

Impacts

1. Many trends point to at least substantial continuing American

international responsibilities, and hence, Navy missions. The spectre of limited

resource availability, however, will enforce new evaluations and perspectives
of national missions and capabilities. One possible contingency is the end of

the ever-upward spiral, which would generate radical revision of strategic concepts-

possibly of the nation-state system itself. A lesser contingency, selective drying

up of some resources but not others, would probably heighten international com-

petition and tensions.

2. Technological change will probably force greater interaction and

more co-operative enterprises among nations, possibly in selected regions, possibly

along functional lines. Given our tradition of functional military assistance, the

Navy will be involved internationally in specific naval and general militaryI
collaboration indefinitely. The American Navy's role as participant, mentor,

t occasional leader, and developer of new methods will continue to be substantial.
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3. Potential conflicts may arise out of intensified nationalism, com-

petition over dwindling resources, exploration of the oceans, rising expectations

in LDC's, and other situations, some of which may involve the United Stctes.

It appears essential to maintain a substantial Navy for deterrence of conflict

or defense of American interests against predators for many years into the future.

4. The effect of cultural and cocial impacts generated by technological

change on such technology-sensitive institutions as the Navy will be substartial.

Automation, for example, will affect organization, personnel administration,

educational systems, and relationships involving authority, equity, work patterns,

and social cohesion.

5. Social and cultural change will affect the Navy in ways difficult

to cope with, e g. erosion of the image of the military establishment and role

in society, maintaining adequate force levels in an age of the New Sensibility,

participation in social action, possibly an identity crisis in the military, and

Ncvy roles in support of changing international political relationships.

6. The international economic situation holds implications, mostly

indirect, for the future of the Navy. Advances in communications, trade,

multi-national corporations, and channels for interaction represent opportunities

for a cooperative style. On the other hand, the expanding economic and

technological gaps, increasing demands for energy against declining resources,

and refusal of LDC's to remain in states of arrested development while standards

of livi, "ncrease in advanced countries harbor explosive potential. Increasing

educatiui worldwide is one among many social changes that augers substantial

change in relationships between the United States and other nations, and hence

in missions and styles of national security agencies.

7. Social and cultural aspects of the international scene will affect

numerous changes of interest to the Navy, although most will ",e felt indirectly.

As the first generation raised under the New Sensibility moves into positions

of power, it can be expected that substantial shifts in attitude involving the
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I: military establishment will oc,;ut, botr. internally and externally. Such cultural

cspects as value shifts, fertility contcrl, education, intercommunication, and

r humanistic emphasis will exert influence on the context of Navy institutFona1

life.

8. Given the serious impact of social change (the individual vs.

the collective, decline of religious influence, etc.) which will be important

in fufure society, these questions may be overshadowed by the conflicts which

may erupt from a number of international issues (resources, the oceans, pollution,

the economic gap); so that debate over the amenities of life in an affluent society

-"may well be subsumed within moie basic motivations of defense and survival.

Thus the need to "keep its powder dry" will serve to temper the impact of

social and cultural change on the Navy.

9. In addition to pressures for re-study of Navy roles and procedures

brought about by technological, political, and environmental change, additional

"pressures will emerge from nev, perspectives towards military establishments emerging

from such conditions as the tollowing: objectives of reducing the size, manpower

costs, Financial costs, and visibility (under certain circumstances) of military

establishments in advanced countries; the declining proportion of military forces

which actually engage in combat; and the roles and relationships of military

establishments among the complex of institutions in modern society.

I
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TECHNOLOG ICAL

Every aspect of human community and existence is being changed by

the course of scientific and technological change. Ambivalence is cising as

a prevailinL reaction, as technology seems to be developing momentum of its

own. Ambivalence is rising in reaction to the mixm d results achieved by science

and technology. Exploration of the univeise From atoms to galaxies, and ex-

ploration of man from a number of Jisciplina~y approaches, have led to both

more clarifying and more "nystifing explanations. Perhaps its greatest benefit

has been reducing the burden of manual work from the backs of mankind. On

the other hand, its diveise processes have profOLnc.y disrurbed man's relation-

ships to the physical world, the spir itual world, each other, social institutions,

and himself. As man peers somehat nervousl> into the future, he is exhilarated

by the marvelous developments promised by technu'c.;y, and made apprehensive

about retaining his individuality in an increasing technicized society.

The increasing rate of technological innovation in five major areas-

communication, transpoitation, nuclear energy, space exploration, and computer

science- has resulted in a concomitant recognition of the need to accurately

assess and forecast the social consequences of such innovation. Rational analysis

of technological options, their potential outcomes and tffects, their directions,

and rhe consequences of iiheir interaction ate all vital to a society that views

"itself as an integrated contity. Such analysik can assist society in deciding

which directions it wishes its reseaich to take and how it allocates its re. u .es.

Inquiry of this nature thrives onl/ c.len a enres of apmiooch a,,. as unrestricted

as possible by political or socinl dogma, though cai,, must be token to assure

that prediction does riot become indotiinotion.

New weapons of war ani .Johli•,'. . tm. tn 'i4e, to he developed.

Destructive capocity its-• t coui io . .nhanced , ,''alip,' lti, ,, -of t, t v..eather,

the development of laser., as , . . -r ,ce ti,.,,, . ns, e-- :c , ,.i tantl , the

use of ant.'-riatter devicos for t&td annai'ilit ,,, ,m t, .... m,,cird an,]



control and the use of robot and remote-controlled systems in all environments

will increase. It will be easier to project military power rapidly into remote

areas through the use of deep-sea submarines, aircraft with earth-orbital capacity,

high-speed surface-effett ships, and perhaps anti-gravity propulsion. Undersea

operations will increase much more than tho,;e in space, due to ease of detection,

tracking, and destruction of space vehicles. The "doomsday machine" may be-

come reality. It is possible that the psychological impact of the proliferation

of weapons of mass destruction could lead to a reaction against nationalism

and toward universalism.

Population growth and the rise of an energy-intensive technology rnd

industrial system are leading to u critical shortage of energy, as traditional

mineral sources are exhausted or their use restricted for ecological reasons.

Though some individuals suggest limiting energy consumption, it is imperative

to find new, non-polluting power sources. These include increased conversion

efficiency of present sources, replacement of internal-combustion engines with

fuel cells generating electricity, and the use of nuclear fission in place of

fossil fuels or hydroelectric plants. Controlled hydrogen fusion, if achieved,

could r(sult in a drastic drop in power costs and in consequent pollution.

Distribution of power might also be enhanced by wireless transmission and cryo-

genic super-conductors.

The applicability of computerized systems analysis and control may

ultimately be limited only by financial constraints. The effects of cybernation

will be felt in a variety of ways-linkage oa world-wide information storage

and retrieval systems with a communications nerwork of similar scope, central-

ization of financial operations and economic planning, gathering and analysis

of personnel data, creation of artificial intelligence, real-time laboratory

simulation and voting, and vastly increased productivity. This will !ead to

increased occupational obsolescence and mobility, a decline in interpersonal

contact as electronic communications improve, major problems of safeguarding

personal privacy, increased informational and educational options for the
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individual, greater frustration and helplessness in coping with the "inforrr tion

explosion, " and perhaps a rise in humanistic and non-mechancial values as a

reaction to abundance and cybernation.

The technical problems of creating a global communications

network with personal, mobile commun;cators are solvable, but the social and

political ramifications are enormous, including loss of privacy, decentralization

of organization, automated and instantaneous voting and/or expressions of poli-

tical opinion, specialization of broadcasting, and increased availability of

knowledge and expertise. Communications in space will be used for remote

sensing of natural resources, direct world-wide broadcasting, navigation, and

surveillance. The degree to which the xerox process allows the wide dissem-.

ination of information has already become apparent. The increased pace and

availability of human intercommunication will both Lind men closer and enable

them to exist w~th less intimate contact. Egalitarianism of information access

will also provide disaffected segments of society with greater opportunities to

register their hostility.

Transportation technology will be riarked by increased speed, mobility,

and interconnection between mooes of conveyance. Air freight will expand

and railroads will be upgraded with systems analysis and cybernation. The private

automobile with a non-polluting engine will remain as the moanstay of individual

transportation, but will be banned from the urban core. Automated traffic control

anJ ---)nmuter-car/taxi cab ne.vorks will supplement improved traditional mass

transit systems. Larger, faster, and automated surface and undersea ocean

vessels will proliferate. Air.,raft development will be marked by automation,

an increase in STOL/VTOL "commuter" planes, and the use of suborbital rocket-

propelled vehicles for rapid long-distance transportation. In space technology,

a permanent earth-orbiting space station and a reusable space shuttle, manned

planetary exploration, and research into exotic propulsion systems-nuclear,

; •photon, antigravity-will be unJerway in the next two or three decodes.
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Last but by no means least, support technology for the above mentioned

advances will expand, especially in materials science and chemistry. New

alloys, synthetic materials, and meihods of forming them will proliferate, per- h
mitting inexpensive building construction, new architectural concepts, and new

electronic, optical, and biological advances.

Potential Impacts:

1 . As one of the most technology )riented institutions of society,

the Navy will be heavily challenged by the increasing complexity technology

generates.

2. Because increased institutional interdependence is a product of

advanced technology, the Navy can expect increased interaction with otler

public an' private organizations.

3. The rising costs of research and development, coupled with wide-

spread anti-military attitudes, may lead the Navy to explore new methods of

obtaining public support.

4. Technological transfer from the United States to less developed

countries will be an instrument of political interaction with foreign countries

in the future, potentially involving the Navy in various aspects.

5. In order to secure greater public support, the Navy could con-

sider publicizing the benefits society as a whole obtains from military research,

and extending Navy participation in civilian-oriented research and development

activities.

6. As an adjunct to the previous comment, the Navy might under-

take research in its own agencies with more societal benefit thon direct value

to the Navy.

7. Navy manpower forecasts will be complicated by increased

specialization, changing demand for individuals with key skills, and the

rapidity with which certain skill requirements will change.
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8. Retraining of (or otherwise coping with) skilled personnel whose

fields become obsolescent will be a rising problem for the Navy.

9. The gap between the sciences and the humanities which is

widening in some respecls, could gererate increasing difficulty in orientation

and training between the generalists and the specialists, and the people-orierwed

and the hardware-oriented elements of the Navy.

10. In view of the possibility of an energy crisis, the Navy is likely

to be involved in a number of aspects, including new methods and priorities for

energy conservation.

11. In relation to the potential energy crisis, and for other purposes,

the Navy will certainly be involved in dealing with single-nation or multi-

nation attempts to exploit the oceans and seabeds.

12. American projects to provide shipborne-based temporary power

sources for underdeveloped countries will probably involve the Navy.

13. The potential for automation in the Navy ic almost unlimited,

from math classrooms and personnel records to storage warehouses and entire

ships. Two problem areas are central: the ship in the maritime environment,

and the Fleet in a combat environment. In selected activities, the Navy will

prefer human presence.

14. Automation of Navy information storage and retrieval facilities,

linked to Navy educational centers and Navy staffs, will facilitate administration,

staff operations, plannincg, and advanced naval ed,.cation and training.

15. Complementary to the network postulated in the previous note,

Navy data banks would eventually profit by linkage to national data banks

for special purposes.

16. The Navy will be faced with the problem of reassuring its per-

sonnel that crucial decisions, especially those affecting careers, are not made

in a dehumanizing manner by unmonitored computers capable of mechanical

or programmatic error.
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17. Specific Navy uses for future improvements in communications

include ciosed-circuit audio-visual syslems for the conduct of fleet-wide inves-

tigations, instruction, courts-martial, and perhaps medical diagnosis. The Navy,

like civil society, will also be affected by persotrtil computer access and world-

wide communication, home education, etc.

18. Hostile interception of Navy audiovisual transmissions could

provide enemy Forces with a literal "inside look" at Navy ships and operations.

19. The Navy will be interested in all new communication systems,

including developments in undersea communications, although detailed predictions

are beyond the scope of this study.

20. Navy ships may function as floating resource centers for activities

projected to less-developed or other foreign countries, perhaps in propaganda,

news, and entertainment.

21. Transportation technology will not drastically affect the ship as

an entity, though the potential for automation of ships, coupled with the re-

duction of the work week, suggests the possibility of smaller crew size coupled

with multiple crews.

22. Changing skill requirements in conventional, space, and undersea

transportation may require some revisions in Navy recruiting and training programs.

23. The Navy will doubtless be heavily involved with all aspects

of ocean technology, such developments as exploitation of undersea mineral re-

sources may involve the Navy in representing institutional or national ;nterests.

24. Ecological considerations might lead the Navy to design its

ships with self-contained life-support systems; such systems might serve as models

for land systems.

25. The Navy will be heavily involved in competition for certain

types of scientific and technological expertise.
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BIO-MEDICAL

The oncoming biological revolution may affect life more profound!y

than the mechanical revolution of the 19th century, or the technological and

social revolution through which we are now passing. Although many of the

predictions are beyond the perspective of a decade, no social institution or

organization will escape either the changes predicted, or discussion of them,

long before they approach reality. Although some predictions are controversial,

bio-medical developments which some have predicted will be forthcoming in-

clude improved methods of fertility control; transplanted and prosthetic organs;

computer storage of medical data; widely accepted use of personality control

drugs; and the means to create primitive artificial 1ife.

The relatively new science of medical engineering can be expected

to experience phenomenal growth over the next decade. While biochemistry

and pharmacology will probably provide major solutions to disease control,

computers will aid in the storage of medical data and contribute to diagnosis

and therapy. Bio-engineering research into feed-back control mechanisms,

environmental control, product synthesis, prosthetics, and organ transplants

will provide a greater understanding of all biological systems and may very

well constitute the key to a new medicine.

A main foundation of biology is the conception of life as a chemical

mechanism. Considering the implications surrounding the existing r-bility to create

a primitive form of artificial life, it has been postulated that continued research

directed toward this end may identify the ultimate source, the "trigger, " of

human organisms. Future advances in the technology will add great expertise

to genetic engineering, in which hereditary factors may be controlled through

the deliberate manipulation of genes. It may be possible, therefore, to intervene

in the cellular inheritance process and manipulate the instructions transmitted

from one cell to another. Genetic manipulation may lead to new methods

j of birth control, elimination of certain diseases, and promotion of some, and

elimination of other, characteristics in offspring.
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Many scientists now believe that resistance to disease is partially a

function of heredity and therefore amenable to control by man. Advances in

the fields of biochemistry and pharmacology are seen to have future impacts

on disease control as well as elimination of some surgery. Prolongation of

life will be made possible, it is predicted, by advanced developments in

anti-bictics, the transplantation of organs (possibly of compatible organs from

animals), possibly the regeneration of organs,and the use of man-made machines

to perform the functions of certain oigans.

The established methods of behavior manipulation are being constantly

refined and augmented. It is reasonable to assume that control of behavior

in man may be possible by pharmacologica! and mechanical means within the

next fifty years. Ex ,eriments indicate that knowledge transfer may be capable

through the application of certain chemicals to the brain. Techniques capable

of controlling behavior are considered possible through radio-stimulation of the

brain, as well as personality-control drugs. These fields of research may

culminate in the ability to pre-determine moods, responses, and perhaps in-

telligence.

It is obvious that some of these innovations would create most pro-

found and pervasive disturbances throughout the entire fabric of human life and

society, from pre-cradle to post-grave. The members of many disciplines are

pondering innovations occurring or expected in the life sciences, and are being

moved to intense debate, not only over their pragmatic implications, but also

over the moral and ethical dilemmas that will accompany certain of these

innovations. Predictions which especially highlight coming moral dilemmas

involve the transplantation of vitl organs; laboratory creation of life; pro-

longation of life; and the modification of the developing human brain. The

more we contemplate some of these bio-medical changes predicted for the future,

and speculate about their nature, the more it becomes apparent that, regardless

of the technical feasibility or virtuocity involved, the scientific community is

not qualified by itself to devise or apply moral criteria to such drastic changes
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in the human condition. Who, For instance, will be charged or permitted to

make genetic choices? Even if we had our choice of human traits now, do
we know what traits we prefer, and why? A primary difficulty is thot we

have not arrived at any clear agreement on what kind of people or wo;'ld we

want; and until that is decided, such advances as those discussed here may

be thrust upon an unprepared society.

Potential Impacts

1. Each element in the whole spectrum of potential bio-medical changes

will affect the Navy, both organizationally, and through its members past,

present, and future. Some of the issues involved will require the widest pos-

sible discussion over decades. S,,ggestions to set up exploratory groups now

to consider the potential effects of bio-medical advances and how to handle

j them should be supported across a wide spectrum of society, including the

Navy, for neither medical men nor physical scientists are competent to decide

the most critical issues of ethics, politics, economicsand social philosophy.

One aspect within the Navy's purview now is a shift of some degree from

hardware research to social science research, including ethical issues.

2. Medical changes will affect the Navy, even in peacetime, since

various training activities are inherently dangerous, and casualties will benefit

"from medical advances.

3. It is in relation to battle casualties that the Navy will be able

to benefit most from medical advances. Procedures developed in such fields

as artificial organs, organ transplants, and prosthetics will aid in rehabilitation

of those who suffer battle-related injuries. Any medical techniques that provide

SI swifter, more effective care, resulting in the recovery of higher proportions

of wounded men, particularly those suffering permanent effects, will be wel-

corned and supported by the Navy.

4. In early stages of development of replacement organs, it will be

) difficult to establish equitable priorities. Allocation of benefits on the basis

of ability to pay will become increasingly objectionable to American society.
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5. The Navy's medical centers can be expected to participate in

many, and play a major role in some, of the predicted bio-medical developments.

6. A grim ancillary aspect to the developmer.t of organ "parts banks"

might be the ermergence of competitic;., for bodies, especially in large numbers

such as might accrue after catastr(,phes and battles.

7. As technology develops means for decreasing the time lapse be-

tween birth and maturity, radical impacts would probably occur on the military

services. The availability of persons young in chronological age but mature

in terms of capability may generate a number of status and procedural changes

in military organizations.

8. If genetic control concerned with selection of pareots, desired

chcracteristics in offspring, and preservation or elimination of certain char-

acteristics were to become possible, what characteristics, either singly or in

various combinations, would the Navy regard as essential or desirable in future

American citizens?

9. The ability to simulate extra-uterine fetal development will have

a radical impact on the role of women in society and in the potential relation-

ships of women to the military establishment. Any disruption in the role of

the Family will impact adversely on the Navy's reliance on the pre-indoctrination

of young entrants with value systems compatible with those of the Navy.

10. The possibility of natural selection Favoring those who can best

endure (the less intelligent, less provident, less co-operative) is a paradox of

great potential concern to military institutions which seek combinations of

physica " tellectual, and moral quality, and toughness.

11. Genetic issues which have been disucssed inconclusively for

years--e.g., sterilization of criminals and persons with certain diseases or de-

fects- may be forced to the point of decision in the next decade. Behavicral

data developed by or for the Navy may become imputs to discussions on these

issues.

12. Substantial changes in the ratio of women to men in society will

revise women's roles in society, including the military establishment.
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13. The ability to prolong life will have direct relationship to the desira-

bility of extending the length of a typical career. What trade-offs would be

required between cognitive orientations formed early in life and the extension

of years of physical vigor?

14. The delays imposed on the generation behind the first generation to

achieve substantial life extension would be highly disturbing to society, organ-

izations, and the Navy.

4 15. Various services may be appropriate for vigorous older persons to

perform for the Navy, without overlong participation in the "main line" of

the Navy.

16. Prolongation of life will necessitate substantially larger Navy budgets

for support of the retired in income and facilities.

17. The Navy will be very much interested in future behavior-manipulative

techniques intended to relieve suffering and improve individual adjustment to

life. However, the spectre of possible misuse by unscrupulous persons adds

societal pressure to a fear of permitting any use of such techniques.

18. The drives in man which are termed aggressive and war like seem

linked to drives termed ambition, vigor, and positive leadership. How these

drives come to be manifested in constructive or destructive ways is not known.

Proposals to modify the behavior of sailors to make them, on the one hand,

tireless, obedient automations, or on the other, insensitive, Fanatical killers,

will be examined by the Navy with great caution and, in our society as

constituted so far, with distaste. However, the Navy will follow assiduously

the potential capability of any other nation or social entity to employ similar

procedures against American forces.

19. The Navy will follow with interest any behavior-manipulative practices

or techniques which promises to increase the capabilities, including intelligence,

of the individu.al.
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20. Widespread interest will increase concerning expanded drug usage in

the future for various legitimate social purposes. Accordingly, dangers will

continue, and possibly increase, that drugs in greater volume and potency

may escape control of the scientific community.

21. There are far-fetched predictions, necessarily of interest to the military,

that large segments of the population might be vulnerable to being rendered

passive through over-use and ready availability of anxiety-reducing drugs,

especially in times of crisis, ind especially when it is suspected that sucl.

activities may be undertaken in the interest of a hostile nation.

22. The development of robots for battle purposes seems too remote for

discussion in relation to the purpose of this project.

23. The chemical, mechanical, and telepathic predictions of behavior

control are extremely interesting and provocative. As their possibilities become

probabilities (if they do), the Navy will be examining their implications in

due time.
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* I SOCIAL AND CULTURAL

This large Section is divided into subsections dealing with a general

overview, health, urbanization and housing, education, family and marriage,

. youth, women, minorities, automation, sex, and sports. If analysis of this mass

of data is to serve a useful purpose, society must strive to define recognized

I social indicators similar to those generaily agreed upon in economics. Such

a set of social norms, however, is not yet available, and will be a subject

1 of intense debate throughout American society.

S!"The definition of health is expanding to encompass occupational,

mental, community, and environmental, as well as traditional medical factors.

Preventive screening, diagnosis, and immunization will grow in conjunction with

"comprehensive health insurance for all. Cybernation of hospital administration

and clinical medicine will increase. Present critical diseases-heart ailments,

cancer, mental illness, nervous diseases, and sensory disabilities-will still

be formidable, though less so tlan now.

By 1995, 90% of all Americans will live in urban areas; suburbs will

absorb most of this increase as the inner city declines due to racial, economic,

and housing problems. Decentralized suburbia may be prototypical for the

cities of the future, with communication replacing physical presence as the

dominant mode of idea exchange. Attempts will be made to revitalize urban

cores through redistribution of public financing and the adoption of integrated

metropolitan-area urban administration. Housing technology will be marked by

increased structural, electronic, and sanitary prefabrication.

The education level of Americans will continue tz rise. College

education will become more of a vocalHonally-oriented, real-world process

continuing throughout one's life rather than a childhood-young adult, in loco

parentis activity. Controversy will intensify over the moral and occupational

j value of education qua education-the social prestige of "a degree," for4 example, and the purpose of the university. Should the university be all
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things to all men, as it hcs tried to be, revert to the traditional concept of

"the academy," devote itself to the solution of current major societal problems,

or become strictly vocational? Student activism will continue as long as ideo-

logically-homogeneous faculties encourage agitation; students feel alienated by

what they regard as irrelevant, useless, and dehumanizing education; and campus

revolt remains socially desirable among conformist youth. Education below the

college level will be year-round; students will advance according to ability

rather than chronology. Programmed instruction and field observation will be

integral to the public-school curriculum. Educational costs will continue to rise,

necessitating more equitable financing, centralization, ancl possibly government

aid to private schools. These actions are bound to generate political and

Constitutional controversy.

The role and influence of the family in society will continue to

decline, portending in turn substantial change in the role and forms of marriage.

This is attributed to increased occupational mobility, crowded living conditions,

decreased parental influence in adolescent socialization, and equality between

the sexes. The trend will be toward the "nuclear family," consisting of husband,

wife, one or two children, and perhaps eventually to husband and wife alone.

Childbearing may be delayed, and eventually restricted. Other notable develop-

ments will include an increasing number of temporary marriages, female careers,

population-control measures, and new pctterns of child-raising, including the use

of centers outsiJe the family.

Youth will be increasingly torn between the desire to rebel and shape

events and the yearning to retreat from a world which demands more than it

Sgives, Affluence will create the economic surplus allowing youthful activism

cT lethargy; the threat of nuclear annihilatic' c inconclusive convenlional war

generates fatalism which supposedly precludes long-range planning; and tech-

nologically-guaranteed instant gratification creates impatience with the complexity

of human institutions. Explosion or withdrawal, exacerbated by drug usage or

crime unrestrained by pare,.ral guidance, is the result. Youth problems are
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{I further complicated by the earlier onset of physical/sexual maturity; the stabil-

izing hiatus between the start of emotional growth and puberty has vanished,

t forcing the young person to cope with sexual, inteilectual, social, and erno-

tional growth simultaneously.

Women will *ncreasing seek fulfillment through their own actions and

strivings in addition to the traditional roles of wife and mother; occupational

discrimination against women will decline. Marriage and divorce laws will

' I become more sexually egalitarian, with men assuming more respmnsibilities within
marriage and women assuming more autonomy inside and outside of marriage.

Blacks and other minorities are slowly achieving equality with whites;

however, there is sharp ideological conflict between older blacks, who favor

integration and acquiring influence within the present power structure, and

younger ones, who incline towards black self-sufficiency and self-development

and the creation of autonomous centers of power for blacks only.

Centralization is the key ro the future impact of automation on American

society. Use of computers in decision-making will either drastically concentrate

power or merely speed up routine tasks; so far, indications point to the latter.

The ease with which computers process quantity could lead to disregard for

.- quality; society may polarize according to those who do and do not possess

computer expertise. Application of automation to elections and policy referen-

cdums could contribute to social fragmentation and interfere with orderly admin-

istration-as welj as provide significantly more popular allegiance to agreed-

upon decisions. Invasions o" privacy and adequate safeguards for data bank

access-the reconcilirition of privacy with a planned society's need for accurate

data-will be a cr,-,c'jI social issue.

The biochemical divorce of sex from reproduction and the decline4 j of traditional sex roles due to increasing female equality will force individuals

to assert their own sexual identity as an aspect of personality rather than having

it determined by s Fear of oregnancy for women has been replaedIi eemnd scaiain



by a f~•,. of being used; the distinction between sex and love will become

even more apparent. Anti-homosexual discrimination will decline along with

other discriminatory practices, but the debate over the alleged "normalcy"

of homosexurility will not abate.

Sports will continue to socialize Americans into acceptance of hard

woak, team play, achievement, and similar values. Arguments for deemphasis

of heavily-financed, bigtime, professional sports as too commercialized, atypical,

and non-participatory will be advanced, however; and attempts will be made

to increase amateur participation in place of spectator activity.

Potential Impacts:

1. Despite increased democratization and individualism, some form

of social stratification will persist in the future.

2. The complexity of social relationships will most likely increase

in the future, including the military context.

3. Although the military is generally an egalitarian and -neritocratic

institution, social class will probably continue to manifest itself in the society

and the armed forces-perhaps in various forms of technocratic elites (scientists,

intellectuals, etc.).

4. A decreasing proportion of youths of militaiy age in the popu-

lationr at large could affect Navy access to quality manpower and increase

the economic burden on active members of the ,vork force, including active

members of the Navy.

5. Affluence and emphasis on autonomy may increase self-

sufficiency and even selfishness among the general population, and decrease

the number of people willing to undertake a career involving self-sacrifice

and service, such as are involved in the Navy.

6. The Navy may benefit from providing self-actualization career

opportunities in the naval service comparable to those in civil life.
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S7. Medical advances in prevention and treatment may enable

the Navy to utilize individuals who have not been physically eligible for

j military service.

8. The Navy will be subject to public scrutiny as a potential

environmental polluter, and may have ecologically-oriented activists in its

ranks Ir addition, the Navy may be charged with research and enforcement

duties in the pollution-control field.

9. A national health care system may replace all military medical

services, excepi rhose -it sea, at remote bases, and in land combat areas.

10. N,:vy medical records will be centrally automated and accessible

by electronic means, without a need to "transfer" records.

11. The problems of over-crowding on Navy ships will probably

be affected by developments related to overcrowding in civilian society.

12. Future Navy training and personnel procedures will be cffected

by the decline of farm-bred youth and the predominance of city-bred youth.

1). Both advantages and disadvantages will attend the shift to all-

urban-origin manpower.

14. Navy manpower and personnel operations will be increasingly

affected by taking into account minority aspirations.

15. The Navy officer corps, senior officers included, will be no

less urban in background than the ranks.

16. Distinctions should be drawn among a range of inner-city and

suburban backgrounds in Navy personnel analysis.

17. Navy base housing will be affected by changes in civilian

housing technology, standards, materials and tastes.

18. The proportion of Navy personnel desi'ing to live off base

may rise.
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19. Increases in retired Navy personnel may lead to requests for

Ki Navy housing and other support for retirees and their surviving dependents.

20. The increase in parents who have attended college may lead the

next generation to have more realistia understanrding and expectations regarding social

change.

21. More education may or may not raise intelligence levels or

character, but it will benefit the Navy by increasing general competence to

perform complex tasks.

22. More education will also lead to more social ferment and

questioning of institutional goals and practices.

23. Widespread interest in education as a continuing process

indicates that all large organizations will be pressed to maintain extensive

educational opportunities and incentives for their members on a much laiger

scale than at present.

24. The Navy might investigate more intensively the two-year

community college as a source of officers and NCOs, in addition to the more

familiar institutions.

25. Every large manpower system such as the Navy's should re-

examine its educational requirements with a view to eliminate over-education

and consequent under-motivation.

26. As a mass-oriented egalitarian system, American education

will have to retain considerable structuring, for evaluative, financial, and

administrative reasons.

27. Considering the one-sided political orientation of certain

discipiines and faculty depcrtments, student (and graduate) activism can be

expected to continue in some areas, with anti-military results.

28. All major organizations liave some stake in keeping up with

value change, and also in the tran;missicn of values that are no, changing.



29. The decline of private military schools and colleges is gradually

eliminating a number of foci of interest in military and naval affairs, as well as

extra sources of military training.

30. The Navy may gain profitable inputs to an adult-education system

from other successful systems, such as California's.

31. Many of the flexible, experimental programs in general education

will provide fallout of benefit to the Navy.

A 32. Society needs careful analysis of cause and effect in value change.

Is an organized competitive culture always bad and antithetical to a humanistic-

individualistic culture? Is the latter always good? The distinction between the two

is not absolute.

33. The Navy will ben.f:t from establishing closer relationships with

those individuals and institutions involved in giving frequent advice to young

people - school counselors, high-school teachers, youth group leaders, etc.

34. The earlier maturatio- of youth may lead to earlier career

choice and preparation; if so, the Navy should adjust to stating its career message

to younger Americans.

35. Rapid obsolescence of expertise could lead to disillusionment

with attaining high proficiency, since current skills "will not be needed for very

long.

36. A mass educational system such as the American system will

inevitcbly be constrained by the naturally limited supply of high-caliber elements,

and the pervasiveness of the average.

37. Comparisons will inevitably be made between the state of parietal

rules in barracks on miiitary bases and those in dormitories on university campuses.

38. As universities become more specialized, the Navy will want

to be aware of those institutions which could perform services for, or otherwise

cooperate with, the Navy.
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39. If universities become overidentified with certain organizations

or ideologies, the Navy may consider adaptation of its own educational insti-

tutions.

40. The Navy is one of the social institutions which depend upon

transmission to the young of such values as authority, national interest, and

ob!igations of citizenship. Hence the predicted decline of the family as a

transmitter of values will be of considerable concern to the Navy.

41. If the family will not be the primary medium of value transmission

in the future, the Navy and other social institutions will wish to explore alterna-

tive means for performing this function.

42. As the range of marriage and life-style options available to

individuals increases, the Navy will have to cope with increasing diverse social

orientations among its members, all of which will interaci with and impact on

Navy institutional values.

43. Prospective members may expect the Navy to provide them wi'h

amenities at least comparable to those obtainable in a very affluent civilian

society.

44. The costs of child-raising will have impact upon personnel policies

and the facilities the Navy provides for its families.

45. Increasing nt.-nbers of working Navy wives will affect traditional

patterns of Navy family life.

46. The traditional Navy family's patterns or styles of youth sociali-

zation may fade in the Future.

47. The Navy will be concerned with any force which threatens

family cohesion and by so doing erodes values important to the cohesion of

American society.

48. Youth will continue to nee:d social structures and clear connection

with the adult world for healthy development, rather than being cut adrift amidst

a subculture tmeers. -56-



49. Proliferation of advisers of the modern family are forming another

insulating layer between parent and child. The Navy may increase its interest

in more definitive research into family relationships.

50. It may become standard practice in the military to provide

psycho-social counseling and family-therapy facilities for service families.

51. The Navy may eventually provide day-care centers to act

in leco parentis for Navy families, and may be considered legally responsible

for children left adrift by irresponsible former members of the Navy.

52. If trends toward "group families" become significant, the Navy

might consider liberalizing the definition of "dependent" and subsidizing larger

quarters and special facilities for "extended families."

53. It might be worthwhile, if possible, to separate structures for

the transmission of knowledge from those for the transmission of values.

54. Though authoritarian and autocratic patterns will continue to

decrease in effec,,veness, new and more effective methods of control will evolve

with application in family relationships as well as organizations.

55. The Navy will be concerned with more definitive paternity

identification and responsibility, especially in strained international situations

or overseas basing.

56. Psychological insights (for example, that most child-beaters were

themselves beaten in childhood) increase the potential effectiveness of psychological

testing for emotional stability and of fitness for leadership.

57. Trends toward uninterrupted husband-wife companionship may

lead the Navy to consider circumstances under which men and women could serve

aboard ship together.

58. Decrease of parental directive style will be countered by increasingI reliance on example and the "contract" style of leadership.
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59. Though the role of the family may be declining, there is no

evidence that it is on its way to becoming extinct, or that some other agency

is prepared to perform its functions.

60. If parenthood becomes a restricted specialized function, the

Navy and other institutions will want to insure that the child-raising environ-

ment and genetic characteristics sponsored by selected parents include those

likely to produce individuals effective in military activities.

61. Short-term or ambiguous marital relationships will present

administrative difficulties for the Navy in matters of dependency status, insurance

beneficiaries, and payroll allotments.

62. Both apocalyptic and utopian predictions for the Future will

prove extreme; the Navy will be quite capable of interpreting current social

trends correctly and making Navy practices compatible with those of general

society.

63. Although the current leaders of youthful protest are likely to

become less militant as they grow older, they will be replaced by younger

individuals who may seek even greater heights of social ferment.

64. Certain issues and attitudes, particularly the adversary orientations

of the late 1960's and early !970's, may well provide the frames of reference of

those who mature in the late 1970's and early 1980's.

65. Some aspects of the youth culture-political radicalism and

alienation -represent danger for the military; others, such as idealism and sense of

community, are both intrinsically healthy and reconcilable with the military.

66. Unless increased levels of political and educational activity

lead to greater political sophistication, American foreign policy may be handicapped

by unrestrained naivete and militant oversimplification.

67. There are opportunities for the Navy to relate more intensively

to young people through youth's interest in personal experience and craft development.
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168. The values of the potentially-dominant youth-adult population

group (age 21-35) may provide greater support for the Navy than some anticipate.

69. As the percentage of children and teenagers in the population

" declines, the potential for youthful activism may also decline.

70. Young people will increasingly make high mobility a habit.

I 71. The Navy cannot afford to lose sight of non-college youth,

despite the greater visibility of the student population.

72. Oversimplification of complex problems will continue to charac-

terize the youth syndrome.

73. Despite present-day radicals' rejection of old-line communism,

it is unlikely that either communists or radicals vill decrease their attempts to

suovert the armed forces.

" 74. Continuous negativism about American society could eventually

result in a self-fulfilling prophecy, and must be countered constantly.

75. Emphasis on "opportunity" and "self-development" supports the

assertion that youth will continue, despite their rhetoric, to seek ways of develop-

ing their skills for life-preparation.

76. The Navy may, with other institutions, implement concern in

reducing situations in which American children are cut off from significant adult

influence.

"i77. Perhaps childhood and adolescence should be regarded more as

"integral parts of the total social fabric, rather than encapsulated entities.

78. The Establishment can defuse agitation by retaining a conviction

that the majority of youth are sensible and willing to compromise.

79. As the Navy participates with the Establishment in demonstrating

that it can offer more to non-radical youth, radicals will be more and mure

isolated.
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80. Analysts of social change must be careful not to mistake fleeting

fads as major trends.

81. One of the most difficLult challenges the Navy will face is the

problem of humanizing the bureaucracy, especially as youth perceives it.

82. As egalitarianism grows, there must be clear demonstration that

prerogatives which remain are warranted and that they are granted meritocratically.

83. Many present social problems and advocated solutions are neither

new nor revolutionary, and it may be that resolution of these difficulties is

dependent on some new overviews, rather than piece ieal attack.

84. Without succumbing to extremes, the Navy should consider the

American desire for novelty and change in conducting its affairs.

85. The onset of physical maturity at an earlier age might lead the

military to consider lowering the minimum age for military service and otherwise

addressing its message to younger Americans.

86. Although physical and perhaps intellectual maturity is starting

earlier, it is not clear that emotional and psychological maturity keeps abreast

of the first two.

87. The increas*ng size of Americans has logistical implications:

e.g., uniforms will need to be larger, sailors wl! ec•t more, and living spaces

may need to be larger.

88. As the crucial stape of personality development and general

politicization, the initial period of adolescence would appear to merit closer

attention from the Navy and other social institutions interested in, say, value

transmission.

89. The shift to earlier years of life of the period of value formation

may encourage the Navy to sponsor or otherwise associate itself with activities

of importance to tomorrow's young, e.g , rock music.
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90. No organization can ignore the factor of social class; it shculd

seek to benefit from the lingering positive aspects, and ameliorate the negative

aspects, of class differentiation.

. 91. The effects of massive television-watching in youth are ot yet

known but are likely to be profound, and not likely to be understood by elders

who dik' not have the same formative experience.

92. Rebellion against the family is only now becoming a mass

* phenomenon instead of an individual problem.

93. The Navy will be faced with more individuals less willing to

be socialized into "monolithic" Navy life and more overtly different and

unwilling to change.

94. Attempts should be made to break down the increasing encap-

sulation of the "youth culture"; for the more encapsulated that culture is, the

more tension will result for both the Establishment and the young, when its

members do emerge.

95. Youth need to test themselves, and steps might be taken to

exploit youthful energy and idealism and to permit youthful experimentation

within constructive frameworks.

96. Apocalyptic predictions about the possibility of war do not render

"future planning unnecessary, and will eventually be proved false; nevertheless,

the compression of time and the rapidity of change in the future will encourage

life goals and pluralistic work patterns in the Navy, as elsewhere.

97. Competition as a management tool might be more critically

analyzed with a view to determining when it becomes dysfunctional, both to

organizational efficiency and personal satisfaction.

4 98. Traditional ideals, not the incessant shortfalls of man, should

be the objectives held up for youthful emulation.
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99. Youthful political participation will increase, probably, along

realistic and practical, rather than extreme, lines.

100. Other navies as well as that of the United States are having

to contend with a universalistic youth culture, changing value systems, and

peer-pressure for anti-Establishment conformity among youth.

101. Although surveys showing the gap between generations to be

exaggerated, this does not conflict with moderate but widespread support among

youth for truly alienated activists, or make move palatable the fact that the

activists' ranksinclude a few of the most talented young people.

102. Our social structure has not yet found adequate means for pre-

paring the young to leave home.

103. All institutions will give more attention to methods of incorporating

the young earlier into the mainstream of society, and of reconciling youthful

ambitions with an aging population.

104. The transmission of core values is of great importance to the

Navy, as is the timing of replacing those in authority by younger persons with partially

different perspectives.

105. The Navy and other institutions will have to initiate efforts to

explain and clarify false or misleading values, explanations, and relationships.

106. The impact of youthful protest will vary greatly depending on

whether constructive or destructive activists become more influential, and whether

or not radicals mellow as they age.

107. Some alternatives ro long uninterrupted years of formal education

should be devised which involve youth from childhood on.

108. One of the most important interests of society is the transmission

of society's political values from one generation to the next, without distortion

and not predominantly by the society's adversaries.
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109. The Navy may encounter more young people with criminal back-

grounds, and might consider its own stake in criminal-reform efforts.

110. Young people with fatalistic and/or suicidal frustrations may

carry these impulses with them into the Navy.

Ill. The Navy should not automatically condemn communes or other

group life-styl es; people from such backgrounds might have motivations and

capabilities useful to the Navy.

112. As a part of the Establishment, Navy social-action programs

can project Establishment values compatible with those of youth and hence

attractive to prospective Navy personnel.

113. Loss of college support fc,r the military deprives the services

of high-caliber leadership material, and must be carefully countered.

114. Value-transmission in the future should put emphasis on obligations

comparable to that put on privileges and rights.

115. Though willingness to listen is important, an organization must

be willing to talk as well; teams and panels of calm military representatives

would be welcomed in many milieus. If no military representation appears, the

truth goes by default.

116. Whether or not the military needs reform, many American youth1

believe; it does.

117. The professional military itself is restless and in need of reassur-

ance over certain social-military issues.

118. In reference to non-college youth, there are possibilities for

Navy apprentice programs, summer schools, and the like.

119. Present conceptualizations of American life are either historically

remote or derogatory; few balanced representations of contemporary American life

exist.
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120. The roots of every serious current reform movement are in the

old culture, and greater efforts are needed to demonstrate the continuity between

the old and the new to the young.

121. To some degree, youth is what we hove made it, and if we

desire it to be different, we cannot remain aloof from its problems and prospects.

122. Tighter competition for quality manpower will eventually lead

male-dominated institutions to overcome inhibitions against equal participation

by women.

123. Decline of economic, technical, and philosophical/religious

iustifications for the constricted role of women ir, society means that there will

eventuolly be almosr no activities in which men engage that will not admit

women on an equal basis, -possibly for 1he military, not excluding selected

ccrnbat roles.

124. The Navy will be interested in intensified research into sex

roles, leadership situations involving women in command roles over men, and

the firmness of sexual sterotyping.

125. There may be conflict in the Navy between Navy members

from ethnic groups with restrictive views of women and the expansion of women's

roles in the Navy.

126. Extensive surveys of the attitudes of relevant subgroups towards

potential roles of women in :he Navy will be necessary to ascertain the degree

of flexibility within the Navy's purview.

127. A major irncrease in the status of women in the Navy would

probably call for reassessent of expression of pract;cally all Navy policies to

eliminate all forms of sex discrimination.

128. Reservations about Women's Liberation voiced by black women

are indicative of cross-currents between racial and female attempts to achieve

equality.
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5 !29. Among factc,.s to be researched more carefully are physiological,

biological, and psychological differences involved in men,.truation, menopause, etc.

130. An increase in women's numbers and status in the Navy will

bring about a corresponding concern about changing sexual mores.

131. Whether or not women achieve full equality with men in the

Navy, the Navy may wish io enable husbands and vives to serve together in

certain circumstances, to minimize loss of valuable personnel due to prolonged

family separation.

132. Successful use of women in police work is relevant to military

consideration of women's roles.

133. The Navy is awareof racial problems and is attempting to

Sesolve them; it will succeed with all other American institutions in eliminating

racial discrimination in direct proportion to the degree to which society succeeds

eventually in integrating all Americans into a single national culture.

134. The Navy will continue to be faced with problems where

foreign social customs or values are offensive to American society as a whole

or to American minority groups, or vice versa; it may become increasingly

difficult for the Navy to explain acquiescence to such foreign customs to certain

domestic audiences.

4 135. Organizations will , ontinue to have difficulty in separating

militant -hetoric from actual demands, and to avoid overreacting in -. manner

which only makes the problem worse.

136. Predictions of black majorities in the inner city will have to

be taken into account in Navy studies of urban, suburban, and rural characteristics.

137. Eventually the Navy may want and Ký I;t. to deal with social

classes on a multi racial basis rather than racial groups of ll classes.

138. Iocial separatism would probably result in racial conduct followed

by repression; its impact on the Navy could eventually ir ,olve all-Kiack ships,
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divisions, flotillas, and commands. It is unlikely that the white majority would

accepý such a "solution" to the race problem.

139. The Navy will be in the forefront of organizations affected

by automation, involving, for example, such activities as surveillance, command,

and control; navigation; supply; personnel administration; and communications.

140. The unprediclability of war, combat, and other contingencies

wijl probably induce the Navy to retain human control in areas where the

unforeseen will have high probability.

141. Automation and its links wv.: "nstantaneous global communications

could pose a threat to some middle mark,,rne oil activities.

142. The "computerized bureaucracy" in government may become

a close-knit elite detached from both society and the rest of the bureaucracy.

143. A National Data Bank could have both great dangers and bene-

fits for society; with proper safeguards on input and output, the benefits might

outweigh the dangers.

144. To prevent the creation of a single-agency computer-elite,

each orgcnization will want to develop its own corps of computer experts.

145. Prevention of informarior. overloads falling on individuals

and organizations will necessitate some kina of filtration system to separate

wheat from highly attention - demanding chaff.

W46. Though robots may have battlefield applications in the future,

they are regarded here as too far-fetched to be analyzed.

147. Centralization through instantaneous communications may make

whole echelons of delegated responsibility unnecessary or obsolete, causing

considerable dislocation in personnel and management concepts.

148. Despite some casual current assumptions, sex is too explosive

a force to be treated lightly. The Navy, insofar as ;t exercises any influence
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Sover the sexual conduct of its members, will want to encourage sexual practices

consonant with basic human values and personal inlegrity.

149. Increased numbers of women in the Navy and current sexual

trends could suggest consideration of new concepts such as coed barracks and

parietal rules on base.

150. The Navy probably cannot escape the effects of liberalized

laws, restrictions, and attitudes toward homosexuals; eventually, the armed

forces may be forced to admit homosexuals to full and equal active duty.

151. Emphasis on competitive athletics which produce a few skilled

performers and a mass of dabblers a.id spectatnrs, and changing attitudes toward

this approach to sports, is bound to affect organizations, such as the military,

which emphasize physical fitness.

152. In view of the scope and nature of social and cultural charges

predicted for the future, it seems likely that Navy involvement in social develop-

ments and provision of social services will expcnd in the future.
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"ORGANIZATIONS

One of the most important arenas of change for the Navy is thot

of organizations, As institutionalized social subsystems, modern organizations

will become increasingly large, ,:omplex, technological, and humanistic. One

paid prices to belong to the old community-conformity, hierarchy, lack of

privacy, and dreariness; ;nd nostalgia is inappropriate, for modem man is too

fond of independence, privacy, and variety to tolerate life in a community of

the old type. The organization has been engaged for some time in partially

replacing the family community, neighborhood, and even the church, and in

performing much of what is-ad to be community functions, such as education,

rehabilitation, and vocational training. The modern work organization may

become the institution most capable of providing what modern man most des-

perately needs: shelter without walls. We need to know a great deal more

than we do about how organizations work.

Organizations are systems and institutions, sets of interrelated

elements and processes, with no e~ement independent of the whole, yet with

the whole receiving some effect from every element. They are complexes of

culturally-defined norms regulating role behavior of incumbents of various positions

in the structure; their great \'• o' stability, achieved at some cost of creativity

and spontaneity. Their five .•jor components-people, rules, goals, artifacts, and

environmen'al interft ;s--combine to form ideologies, control actions, and socialize

their member: ,-. rding to the evolving larger environment and their analysis of

the uncerta . oirements of the future.

The bureaucracy, which MoJx Weber had lauded as correcting the

abuses of feudal organizations -whimsey, inefficiency, nepotism-is itself under

attack as anachronistic, inflexible, undemocratic. New structures and styles are

emerging.

Professicnals and specialists will proliferate; professional associations

will erode the loyalty of members to their work organizations. Whether the

organization be government, business, university, or other, society will be less
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tolerant of multi-effect decisions made unilaterally. Organizations, especially

public organizations, will become increasing service-oriented, increasingly oriented

to clients. The probable net effects of many conflicting forces on greater or

less centralization is not predictable, but the computer is likely to strengthen

top leadership, while wcakening the bureaucracy, and foster a closer direct

relationship between leader and led. In general, individuals will be less

loyal to organizations and more mobile, and less willing to endure or function

in coercive, conformist, or competitive conditions within organizations.

Organizational leadership will change from authoritarian and

directive styles to cooperative, teaching styles. The charismatic, "great-mon"

style is declining in all fields. Income differentials among managers are

shrinking, as professionals increase. While oraanizatiors will remain hier-

archical to some extent, they will be less so; rigid pyramidal structures will

decline, to be replaced by flexible structures, with interdisciplinary task forces

forming and reforming for different tasks under different leaderships-an approach

to which Alvin Toffler has given the term "ad-hocracy." Forty years of re-

search have revealed no unique traits of leadership that are invariably successful

in every situation-4hat are not, in fact, counterproductive in some situations.

Modern studies show thot unsuccessful leaders are those not open to counter-

influence attempts by sjbordinates, and who do not have adequate skills in

social exchange. People-oriented supervisors are more successful than miksion-

oriented supervisors.

Modern findings discount a direct correlation between scholarship

standing and leadership ability but confirm, for example, some link between

leadership ability and birth order. Rising educational competence will be en-

couraged by a combination of forces, and competition for quality manpower will

also rise. At the same time, many highly educated persons, especially pro-

fessionals, will not make good "organization men" in the classic sense, for they

will not yield career authority to the organization. Tension between the in-

dividual and the organization will be one of the endemic characteristics of
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organizction life, as many individual place less value on Financial reward and

organizational power, and greater value on interesting, self-actualizing work

with aspects of social service. All organizations will devote much attention to

job enlargement. Evaluation will be more rounded, with less emphasis upon the

dimension cf pleasing superordinates. The heretic or internal radical critic may

eventually be highly valued by organizations.

Each institution will develop its own ethic of change, in which

receptivity to change, a cooperative spirit, flexibi!ity in management, interaction

with the ,ocial environment, and a humanistic emphasis will be influential,

as the institution moves into the unpredictable Future, attempting to cope with

such dilemmas as, on the one hand, greater decentralization, specialization,

diversity, and individualism, and, on the :.-her hand, the centralizing pressures

of the machine.

IMPACTS
1. With relatively few exceptions rooted in unique Navy missions, almost

all organizational changes predicted for large, complex organization5 in general

will achieve some impact on Navy (non-tactical) organization.

2. One major trend will increase the individual member's dependence on

the Navy For a range of support and services.

3. An opposite trend, involving personal autonomy, greater demand for a

voice in decisions which affect him, and increasing alternative choices and

channels of recourse will affeci the relationship between individual members

and the Navy.

4. Like all large organizations in unpredictable circumstances, the Navy

may Find it increasingly difficult to obtain objectivity in assessment of its

problems; it will probably seek critics prized as much for their detachment as

for their expertise.
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5. There may occur a shift to greater emphasis on the interests of the Navy

membership at any one time, rather than long-ierm interests of, say, one decade

or generation.

6. Scientists will probably continue to need the Establishment, including

the Navy, as much as the Establishment needs them.

7. The Navy will enjoy less autonomy in the future, but will benefit From

greater interaction with other social institutions, and may find it desirable to

Form special relationships For certain purposes other than industrial.

8. The major human problems confronting all organizations (integration,

adaptation, etc.) will challenge Navy styles of leadership, management methods,

handling of specialists and professionals, formation and dissolution of monagement

task forces, and similar organizational procedures.

9. Automation will exert pressures toward centralization, while other

pressures trend toward greater flex'bility and decentralization. Some organizational

elements will remain relatively stable, while others undergo intermittent change

at different paces.

10. Some organizations will Find their near-monopoly of certain functions

diffused, As various public-interest commissions emphasize consumerism, even

toward the military.

H1. Job specifications which reflect the organi7-.'on's interest in versatility

beyond the actual duties involved will clash with court rulings and other

interests which have as their objective the elimination of alleged discriminatory

requirements for broad cultural competence,

12. Increasing education will produce more competent people For the Navy,

but will also produce more independence-oriented people.

13. Significant changes in general advertising rationales and techniques will

revise pertinent Navy programs for recruiting and public relations.
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14. The Navy's consciousness of its responsibilities as a public-service

institution will deepen and intensify its efforts to demonstrate its awareness

of that role.

15. The paraprofessional movement may develop more specific apprentices

and assistant categories of benefit to the Navy, and may open greater oppor-

tunities to develop "Navy-auxiliary" orientations, especially among the young.

16. The Navy may find it desirable to seek civilian allies to foster at

least the absence of an anti-Navy orientation, if not a pro-Navy orientation,

especially among groups and institutions which influence the young (teachers,

counselors, church, publishers, industry, et al.).

17. Convergence with many aspects of civilian organizations will probably

continue, e.g., pay, training, benefits, evaluation, reward, treatment of

women, public relations. Comparisons by Navy members will be easier to make.

Navy differences may become harder to explain.

18. If knowledge institutions replace industrial organizations as the most

influential elements in future American society (and even if they do not), the

Navy will not be able to afford continuation of the anti-military orientation

on university campuses.

19. Lateral movement in certain specialties among personnel of the Navy,

universities, research centers, and other public and private agencies may become

advantageous to the Navy.

20. Increasing complexity of society will probably force greater interaction

among more institutions. The Navy will probably be participating in a greater

variety of standing, intermittent, and ad hoc systems, seminars, teams, and

other vehicles for interaction.

21. The Navy's educational efforts will expand to provide varied -pproaches

and progrums for a spectrum of age-groups in the Navy and among Navy de-

pendents, and possibly for pre-Navy individuals and groups.
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22. The Xerox social programs illustrate some responses that may be more

widely expected in the future from Big Organizations.

23. The Navy and the other military Services will probably be constrained

eventually to establish systems for continuous monitors~iip of cultural and social

change, analogous to syi'ems in operation to monitor technological change.

24. The Ncvy can expect greater citizen intervention ;n certain public-

domain activities, such as conservation, pollution, waste-disposal, water resourc.es,

and public waterways.

25. In an age of unrelenting change, the Navy can expect to become vitally

concerned with the discontinuance of no-longer-necessary activities, large and

small.

26. Despite the favorable image of constant change and the unfavorable

image of bureaucracy, certain positive characteristics of bureaucracy are likely

to endure in large organizational structures, e.g., continuity, unity, cost

efficiency, and certain aspects of impersonality and impartiality.

27. One of the most perplexing of future organizational dilemmas will in-

volve the maintenence of fair and impartial treatment for all, while treating

each individual with heightened perception of his unique individuality.

28. In the Future, the job bureaucrat will decline, while increased status

accrues to the functional, specialist, and service types of bureaucrat.

29. Despite critics of the organization in the conflict between the indivi-

dual and the organization, the Navy will want to stress those aspect: of

organizations which provide the individual with opportunities for self-actualization

not obtainable outside organizations.

30. Navy si-yies of leadersh~p may become pluralistic, to extend beyond the

ship and the battle, to adapt to more identifiable environments, such as

administrative, educational, staff, and others.
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31. Social exchange theory and contract theory provide bases for changing

perspectives on leadership appropriate to the Navy.

1 32. The prospective increases in the utilization of women in the Navy

indirate the desirability of additional approaches to leadership study.

1 33. Continuing assessment of values should become of greater interest fo the

Navy, not only in relation to sub-groups within the Navy, but also in relation

.' 1 to the values of youth cohorts approaching periods of entry into service.

34. People-oriented leaders will continue to be more successful than mission-

oriented leaders.

35. The Navy may become more interested in the specific recruitment of

first-born sons.

36. Intellect will always be of interest to the Navy, but it is becoming

increasingly clear that there is no correlation between scholarship rating and

subsequent officer performance.

37. Substantial increases in manpower will probably be needed for the

processing of information-acqiisition, storage, accounting, retrieval, and

dissemination.

38. Even more "unconventional" career paths will characterize some top

leaders of the Navy in the future.

39. More professional specialists will turn to their professional associations

for standards, diluting their loyalties to their organizations. Among other effects,

more specialists will be removed from the rating authority of line commanders.

40. Proliferation of professionals as specialist advisors and consultants will

generate changes in staff relationships with commanders, and in the role of

commanders.

41. The rotation of leadership roles within organizational elements does not

appear to have more than limited viability for the Navy.
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42. More areas within the Navy will become professionalized.

43. Unionization of professionals may occur within the Navy.

44. More sensitive study of non-military incentives available to the Navy

may be profitable.

45. Some of the oldest bromides will retain validity, even in radically

changed personnel and management systems (e.g., "Busy people are happy

people").

46. All organizations will devote imagination and effort to "enlarging"

jobs to permit personal growth; nevertheless, obvious limits will obtrude from

organizational needs and limited talents.

4/. Predictions that in the future individuals will grow to reach their max-

imum potential must be salted with some skepticism. Organizations will be pressed

to provide opportunities, and may be blamed whatever the results. But many

individuals, when they come to realize that self-fu!F !1men depends preponder-

antly on self-effort, which the organization cannot supply, will Irow no further.

48. Extremists advocating single-minded growth through gratification, neglect-

ing the contributions of discipline and adjustment to growth, will be harmful to

the Navy and Navy people.

49. Organizations will be constrained to make work circumstances more

7 meaningful to incumbents. Still, there will be limits. Many individuals will

experience meaningfulness in work only b) searching for jobs which are already

constituted in terms meaningful to them.

50. The impact of personnel mobility, long a feature of Navy life, will

not be as disrupling to the Navy as to many other organizations.

51. It will become increasingly important for the military to provide

opportunities for outstanding performers to reach very high position within,

say, twenty years, especially if American society places greater emphasis on

meritocratic principles.
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1 52. Study of Navy career patterns which incorporate relevant physio-

logical and psychological data, especially in connection with critical stages in

-iprofessional life, should prove enlightening to both the Navy and Navy people.

- 53. As is occurring in other organizational environments long involved

SI in paternalistic roles, or roles in loco parentis (e.g., universities), the Navy

may retrench from exer.ing influences in certain areas of the lives of its people.

54. Different nuances may emerge in organizational perspectives of

the role of Navy wives.

55. It will probably be damaging to organizations in the future to

fail to retain certain cnes selected from those among their -nembershrps who,

"while maintaining overall constructive motivations, must be classified as heretics,

independent thinkers, zealots, idea men, and proposers of radical methods.

-
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NATIONAL ORIENTATIONSI
Many predictions set forth in this study will affect 1he Navy indirectly,

through their impact an American society as a whole. In this category are shifts

in American values from individual to group, achievement to adjustment, the rational

j to the aesthetic/humanistic. Despite possible short-run turmoil, prospects are for

increased participatory democracy and tolerance in American life; youthful activism

1 will mellow with time, but certain core values of youthful activism will retain vigor.

As the United States develops a complex internal dynamic similar to those of other

countries, the dangers of constant negativism about American society will increase.

Much of this may be countered by emphasis on public good rather than private gain,

but the central conflict between achievement and egalitarianism, freedom and equality,

will remain. Debate between natural and political scientists over the future course

of society wi!l intensify; specialists will supersede generalists, with uncertain consequences.

There is a need to formulate American domestic priorities more explicitly

to facilitate planning and avoid intermediate pitfalls. Increased meritocratic selection,

diffusion of goods and services, democratization, and technoiogy-created centralization

are resulting in a redistribution of power from manufacturing to service industries,

independent firms to conglomerates, local to federal agencies, legislative bodies to

executives, older to younger individuals, and men to mochines. Effective future planning

without narrowing society's range of choices demands adequate social control over the

uses of science - which in turn requires more and better social indicators than are now

available to analysts. The real problems of technology are actually human problems

of alienation, disillusionment, and impersonality; remedies n-iht include namional service

for all youth on social projects, continuing education, and increased political/organi-

zational involvement. Politics and government will be dominated by younger individuals,

4 public servants of equivalent caliber to those found in private enterprise, and greater

citizen involvement in local affairs; business will be much more socially involved and

constrained. The need to control urban growth and renovate the inner city will
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demand more integration of hitherto autonomous governmental agencies. A central

concern of those engagedin aesthetic and symbolic as well as rational and systematic

human activity will be whether the ability of human beings to absorb change is

constant or capable of being increased to accommodate more frequent transfcr.-.tion.

American foreign policy in the future will have to contend with a

replacement of USA - USSR bipolarity with a variety of issue-oriented blocs; the

increasing stake of regional and/or global organizations, groupings, and corporations

in minimizing international conflict; the rising power of China, Japan, and Western

Europe at the expense of the United States and the Soviet Union, Uld increasing

economic nationalism coupled with politica! xenophobia among third world nations.

These geop-litical trends, together with various domestic expressions of frustration

with 25 years of supposedly counterproductive international involvement, indicate

continuation of present sentiments throughout many segments of American society

for at least some withdrawal or the American presence abroad. The USSR on the

other hand, is expanding its foreign-policy purview and capabilities from a Eurasian

to a global orientation; Soviet motives in doing so are not yet clear. The

United States will still have considerable economic leverage, especially in terms of its

food surpluses amidst a hungry world. Under these circumstances, American foreign

policy will be charged with defending more complex American interests with less

public comprehension, faced with more condemnation of American living standards in

comparison with those elsewhere, and subject to more criticism on abstract moral

grounds. In short, American interests abroad will remain; American ability to

protect those interests will be increasingly circumscribed by a ,elative decline in

American power ond a larger relative decline in American will.
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POTENTIAL iMPACTS:I
I. The Navy's institutional values will adjust to changes in the prevailing values

J of American society. At the same time, some American values will remain relatively

stable,as will related values of the Navy.

2. Pressure will grow in all bureaucratic institutions, including the Navy, for

both broad legal and social justice and specific fairness in detailed administrative

procedures and human relationships.

3. As participatory democracy grows throughout American society, it will grow

in the Navy, tempered by the pressures of Naval roles and missions.

4. Former activ;ýt stuaents may mellow, but they may impress certain of their

values and atlitudes on the next generution: with consequences still to be reckoned

4 with.

5. The Navy can expect the dominant pattern of general cornpaiability between

generational values to continue indefinite',.

6. Public and private agencies, including the Navy, will be held to higher

le\,e!h of accountab.lity iri terms cf both actions and values.

7. Apocalyotic views of the American f,,ture will continue to confuse the real

issues as social institutions, including tCie N(;vy, confront the future.

8. Amona other foreign perspectives tnai may generate exaggurated expectations

of the Unite,-. States is •he Revel view that an a'i,. st wholly untq-.e and total

r-,volui*on is taking place in the United States without sacrificing d-mocracy, and

that the rest of the work- %N'l have to follow suit.

A reasonable -o-sensus as to what factors constitut- Navy institutional values

t, )rr,,ed at, with the caveat thnt many individuals and groups witt, n the Navy

- be to ,hat consensus oi cons'der it totally valid.

. * tetern ý- !,eity ol \alues accoidinrj to subgrou;)s may arise, even

K_ -,1



II. The Navy as well as other American institutions will be affected by continuing

tension and changing relationships between the two traditional American core values

of freedom and equality.

12. Though automatic assumption that "old values" are bad is simplistic and

JangeroLs, assartions to this effect may become widespread enough to be of concern

to the Navy in considering future value orientations of Navy peisonnel.

13. The Navy will continue to encounter scarcity of certain resources, despite

predictions of universal plenty; and naval training which docs not teach how to cope

with scarcity will be inadequate.

14. The Navy and other institutions will be challenged to create methods which

combine individual satisfaction with collective needs and goals.

15. Notional interest as a broad concept of national security, and welfare, may be

challenged in the future by special groups who reject any limitation on their own interests.

16. The Navy will be involved in remedial action enabling individuals to obtain

genuine equality of opportunity and in in-reasing such equality in its systems.

17. The Navy wifl want to reserve judgement before agreeing that work for work's

sake is necessarily bad.

18. There will be a distinction between the ci-cline of achievement as a value-

orientation while it still retains great motivating power, and the assertion that

achievement has become inconseq-uential.

19. Shifting emphasis to public service as an ideal may encourage the Navy tu

particit:ate morc extensively in s(-,ciol uction and stress more cogently the "servlce"

.. nature o' its ovn, octivitieo.

120. / . an oigan'zation that hus alwoyt, emphasi'ed gIroups, the Navy will be

Cconcerned with increasinq ernoxm'as on c'roup values,plus questions of which groups

(ire to i'e preferred in ir~ter-qroup (otliirtS and what kinds of qroups will ke

cons:dered le;itirmte.
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21. It may be in the Navy's interest to participate in debates involving scientific

values, ethical issues, and related aspects of the future course of society; those Navy

personnel with misgivings about their own profession, values, and life-sty les may derive

special benefit from such participation.

22. Some individuals will occasionally become "casualties of future life" despite

their own efforts; the Navy may undertake special rehabilitation programs for them

and might consider revising certain concepts of individual responsibility.

23. The Farson Bill of Rights for 1984 augurs a number of substantial changes

in relationships and procedures in all organizations.

24. In continuation of its long term interest in psycho-sociological research,

the Navy will continue to be interested in social accounting and forecasting, and

in insuring that Navy interests are reflected.

25. A condition of social Jtability rather than growth would enable the military

to reestcblish a stable role, especially if the legitimacy of its role were to be widely

accepted again.

26. The Navy will be involved in social planning as well as social accounting.

27. The search for alternative agencies and sources capable of analyzing

military affairs with an independent perspective will continue.

28. Implementation of national service at any type will benefit the Navy by

supporting a sense of national obligation, providing a non-campus and pragmatic

learning environment, and increasing the cooperative spirit. The Navy might

participate in certain service programs which have no military connection.

29. Increasing citizen watch-dog attitudes may prove harmful to the Navy,

e specially the cultivation of ex-servicemen who served in sensitive positions to

release classified information to the general public.

30. The increasing role of ethical considerations in American life will ultimately

requ re the military's ethical iationale to be reoffirmed in mode terms,



* 31. The Navy will be concerned with representi. "iveness in relation to minority

presence in the officer corps, at service schoolsand at flag-rank levels.

"32. The Navy will be involved in the results of the moral and ethical orientation

being impressed upon young Americans in their formative years, even if it is not directly

"* involved in value orientation.

33. The Navy and other institutions involved in various stages of foreign policy

planning and implementation will be more concerned with domestic constraints on

American foreign po. cy.

34. Regardless of their partial invalidity, present youthful views of American

foreign policy or their residues will affect the military ;n the years to come.

35. As most of the world is non-white, it will be vitally important for the

- American image cbroad that all representative American institutions, including the

Navy, eliminate any remaining vestiges of racial discrimination.

36. In reorienting American foreign policy to represent America's revised world

role, the Navy will be constrained to effect changes in its social and cultural

relations as well as official and professional procedures.

37. the Novy will wibh to co, iter the danger of an American public misinformed about

foreign policy issues,by contributing to the dissemination of accurate data and balanced

analyses.

38. Growing European unity could result in pressures for change in NATO structures,

including the U. S. Nnvy role.

39. As 4-:..,icans engage in more activities abroad, the traditional Navy mission

of protecting Arnericanlives and property in crisis moy increase -n scope and complexity.

40. Involvement in cidditional intErnational enterprises and increased social action

mCay have substantial impacts on man), Navy programs.
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DOMESTIC INSTITUTIONS

American domestic institutions will be marked by greater social com-

plexity, characterized by the dominance of the professional-technical class and the

centrality of theoretical knowledge as the basis for planning and policy formulation.

Though the basic governmental structure-Constitution, two-party system, and elec-

tions-will remain intact, the role of government will expand. L.eadership will be

diffused among a younger, more meritocratic and democratic element, yet the scope

and po ver of government will expand steadily. The distinction between ioubli' and

private agencies will decrease, and in some instoinces will become ambivalent. Con-

flict will increase between a democrao-y inc, easingly responsive to popular will--per-

haps through ins-antaneous electronic referendums-and the "technocrats" charged

with social plannin: mnd control. In addition to the oft-repeated problem of invasion

of privacy, the "information explosion" will lead to broader difficulties. conflict

between the "tidiness" of systems analysis and the uncertainty of valuc judgments,

and a steady decline in the latitude for decision-making according to ideology and

"principle" resultIng from increased knowledge.

The American economy will be marked by increasing efficiency and

automation in agriculture and industry, leading to less demand for unskilled and

semi-skilled workers and increased requirements for professional, lechnical, arJ

paraprofessional personnel. The expanding service sector vill absorb the greater

share of the work force and come to dominate the economy, in quantity if not in
qual~i-ative aspects. Manpower utiliza~tion policies iill cho•nge; short•er work days

Sand weeks, more holidays, longer vacations, more fringe benefits, early retirement

coupled with vested pension rights, and flexible hours-all will be part of industry's

attempts to cope with automation- induced unemployment, greater employee self-

assertion and organization, and conc,.pts cF increasing productivity through positive

reinforcement. Women's role in the labor market will orow, but male dominance

will remain; opportunities for racial minorities will ooen up but will still lag behind

those available to whitus. Fiscal cinn taAo tructures ,ill be inteqrated both vertically
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and horizontally; the United States will lose national but not continental or hemi-

spheric self-sufficiency in many raw materials. A major byproduct of these develop-

ments will be increased leisure time for all, and a proliFerction of special-interest

organizations, activities, and products to occupy this time. Education will decline

as a formal requirement for employment (the degree explosion and consequent chenp-

ening of a university education, couoled with the disillusionment of the "over-

qualified" individual, is tending to ensure this), but will grow as an integral pc.it of

life; and as education and work become less distinguishable, so will work and rec-

reation. The initial impact of technology and industrialization fragmented human

activity; cybernation and automation will move towards recombining the division

of human labor into a whole once more.

Though institutions will have an increasing role as value representatives,

dissatisfaction with existing institutional structures will continue. The planner will

replace the lawyer as the chief social organizer and manipulator. Law itself will

see the abolition of statutes against "victimless crimes, " and the expansion of prison

reforms oriented toward effective rehabilitation, and will also see restrictions placed

on ownership of personal weapons, and stiffer penalties for organization, commelcial,

and other types of "white-collar" crime. A parallel if seemingly contradictory move-

ment to upgrade police efficiency with higher quality personnel and c tomation of

records, increase citizen participation in law' enforcement, and reý'erse lenient court

decisions, may also manifest :tself.

The future impact of the mass media on human interaction and life

styles is as yet unclear in detail, but is immense in outline. The proliFeration of

electroni6 communication, its competitive and senscationalistic aspects, and its in-

creasing specialization, leading to lack of common information and "advocacy"

perspectives-all these tend i, inundate individuals with pirnted and spoken noise,

destroy collective identity, and distur, emotional tranquility. A corollary of these

technological and organizarional developments is :he rise of an ideologically Uniform

journalistic froternity with an anti-E~tablishhment bi(s, i be~ ief thut the press is ais

irportan itf not more irmportant t!K'n Oie qoverir•eien in reprr.centinn the people's
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I
j interests, and a moralistic orien')tion toward its mission. These developments in the

general press, plus the more basic problem of increasing information despite a limited

Shuman capacity to store and evaluate it, will result in a detailed specialization of

the electronic media. Magazines, newspapers: and hooVn w;1i! be avai!able for home

print-out; individuals will be able to choose TV programs and films according to their

own aesthetic and ideological tastes; picturephones, home data bank access, wrist
phones, bookless libraries, a checkless/cashless sociely will all become reality.

Individual two-wa)y media access of this nature will have the advantages of allowing

individual choice in an organi ed and impersonal world, and of increasing the efficacy

of local politics and cultural lift-; it maly , so tend to undermine the sense of communality

end shared cultural identity essential tor the survival of any society. There are

other apprehensions and opportunities. What effect will high-quality mass reproduction

have on copyright laws and similar statutes? What is the effect of sustained media

inundation ecirly in life on value formation? Will political merchandising and pack-

aging drastically debilitate the electoral process? Televiýion will have more direct

impact on the individual than any other device, yet analyses of its social ramificationIs

are still primitive at best.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS:

1. Youthful political activism may accompany future entrcnts into the Navy;

activists might seek to continue their political work while in uniform, or even use

their Navy status to promote their own political ends.

2. Pressure to allow political a(tivisr- by members of the a, -,-,d forces may

come not only from young enlisted mer and junior officersý "attacking" the military,

but from senior NCO's =ind high-rankir 3 officers who use rn octivist rcationale to

"defend" the mi!itary. The constitjticnal propriety of such activism may be

questioned, as may its contribution to fbility within the Service,.

3. As interest groups proliferate in Americin po!itics, the Navy will con-

tinue to be affected by interest aroups desirinq to tronform s.elected conditions of

Navy life into exact counterparts of A,viain life.



4. The concept of involvement, and the increasingly-alleged right of an

individual or institution to be involved in all decisions affecting it, may extend to

,* public institutions, and may eventually come into conflict with certain aspects of

traditional concepts of military response to political deci.ions, although it is un-

likely ever to jeopardize the principle of civilian control of the military.

5. The concentration of large numbers of potential voters may present

temptations to both local po!itical interests and politically-minded Navy members,

presenting somewhat delicate problems for base commanders.

6. Pressures for local political participation by Navy personnel are more

likely to arise (at least, in early stages) among Navy members living among the

civilian community, rather than among those liviig on base.

7. Increasingly complex metropolitan and regional administrative organizations

may confront the Navy in its interrelationships on certain issues.

8. The increased importance oi the planner will have general social signi-

ficance for Navy cfficers, in view of the planning expertise accumulated by

military officers.

9. The Navy may institute an internal lechnology assessment and social

accounting system to measure, for example, the quantitutive advantages of the

computer vs. elimination of the human element in "peopke problems."

10. As social goals become more pieseni-oriented and anti-military stances

more popular, the Navy may Find it even more difficult to invoke the concept

of national security in support of budget requests.

11. Nationwide abolition of voter residency requirements may intensify the

problem of Navy personnel involver-nt in loca! politics.

IL. The need For human feedback front bottom to top in large organizations

rmay rmpel the Nav/ to provide ombudsmen at critical interfaces in its structure.



13. While making extensive command use of television and other electronic

means, the Navy will wish to install high-confidence safeguards to prevent access

to such mechanism being gained by subversives or mischief-makers.

14. Incorporating leisure into Navy schedules and practices may be more

difficult than in other organizations.

15. A national job data bank will be important to the Navy in anticipating

future manpower needs.

16. Cybernation will enable the Navy to reduce the size of both ship crews

and shore establishments, though the Navy will Find it advantageous not to auto-

mate some jobs.

17. Changing careers will be more difficult in organizations such as the Navy

which encourage long-term commitments; alternatives such as a single military-

civilian government career should be examined.

18. The Navy will wish to ensure that more scientific and engineering per-

sonnel have some social science background, to bridge the interdisciplinary gap.

19. The possession of an interdisciplinary background in both the physical

and social sciences will be even more important in the Nvy's top management.

20. The development of more clearly defined apprentice levels in technical

fieids may facilitate lateral entry procedures into the Navy in certain ratings.

21. The Navy will find useful the capability to monitor cultural and social

change, by methods analogous to those by which technological change is monitored,

in systems of data collecting, storoge, and retrieval.

22. The full impcact of computerization on individual Navy. shios. und its

labor-saving potential is not yet ciear.

23. National standards for social-welfare progroms will simplify Navy pro-

grams for personnel assistance in different states.
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24. The Navy might be interested in sponsoring artists and performers to

paint, sculpt, write, or film works of art related to the Navy. Like present

combat-art programs, these would involve whatever subjects stimulated the

creativity of the artist desired, subject only to security restrictions. Historical

and/or contemporary motion pictures, novels, or poetry relating to Navy actions
.• ".. or Navy life might be produced by well-establishedl directors, actors, authors,

or poets; the Navy might also consider sponsoring proven creative artists from

its own ranks. Such activity would enhance the image of the Navy among the

"intellectual community-once the artists involved were convinced that the Navy

wouid not tamper with their works on purely value-oriented grounds. It would

also provide the nation with significant works of art concerning an institution oft-

neglected by both artists and general public.

25. Impacts from anti-military groups have been and wil continue to be

felt at an incrysing rate.

25. Since f(;e Navy is in the service sector of the economy, vigorous

efforts will be needed to keep Navy pay scales abreast of those in the civilian

production sector.

27. The previous status of the military as intermittently society's largest

institutional employer, even in peacetime, has been overtaken by the education

industry.

28. There will be less and less room in the Navy for unskilled manpower.

29. Shifts in buying patterns will be of concern to ship's stores, Marine

exchanges, and other Navy-sponsored family services.

30. An expanding labor Force may ease recruiting and training problems

foor the Navy in future periods.

31. Trends in family life-style and income will influence Navy support

activities, such as design and size of quarters, parking facilities, and schools.
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32. A decline in the number of children in disadvantaged Families should

decrease the proportion of persons unfit or just barely fit for military service,

and increase the capability of those who are uvailable.

33, The explosive growth of the 18-34 age category gives promise of

sufficient military manpower without overintensive competition.

34. Shorter work periods and higher educational standards will have

significant impact on the Navy in terms of increased or multiple crews, the

possibility of part-time workers in times of manpower shortages, and decreasing

availability of teenage recruits due to longer standard education.

35. The establishment of a Council of Manpower Advisers may assist the

military in resolving manpower problems, especially in competitive periods.

36. Representation of subgroups within the Navy can be expected to in-

crease; how far the "bargcining" nature of their representation will go is un-

clear. Some subgroups are likely to be composed of professional specialists.

37. If social customs make the firing of or termination of employees very

difficult, the Navy and other large organizations may have to be more careful

about screening applicants, and may be forced to retain some non-productive

members.

38. Portable pension rights between 1-he public and private sectors would

both facilitate lateral entrv of skilled personnel in the Navy and loosen career

commitments to the Navy.

39. As a male-oriented and dominated institution, the Navy will not easily

change to accommodc e women.

40. The Navy will be constrained to provide an increasing range of leisure

activities for its members, and wil have to copt wi-t tho'1e individuals incapable

of L',ing leisure time profitably on their own initiative, to the detriment of the

Navy.
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41. Though the Navy may profitably use automation to eliminate personnel

in the 75-100 I.Q. range, elimi:nation of th-nse in the 100-115 bracket, while

feasible, may be socially undesirable.

42. In view of the large chunk of the defense budget occupied by retire-

ment funding, the Department of Defense will be interested in reducing retire-

ment costs through redefinition of retirement rights-a difficult task, given the

probability of innovations such as flexible career patterns and portable pensions.

43. The Navy may wish to establish a substantial department for recreation

and leisure.

44. Many members of the Navy may wish to use their leisure time earning

extra income, and the Navy may be pressed to provide opportunities for them to

do so.

45. A decline in willingness to work long hours and under dangerous con-

ditions will probably lead to demands for premiums for performing such tasks.

46. The Navy may wish to broaden the social base from which it recruits

members of advisory bodies, in order to pre-empt elitist allegations and increase

accurate and relevant input from such organizations.

47. Evaluators in the Na./y, unlike those in civil life, will not be un-

willing to issue negative evaluations, which may create tension between those

evaluators and young people accustomed to inflated standards, Conversely, those

young people who do excel will demand recognition.

48. The Navy may be expected to undertabe rehabilitation or certain

criminal offenders as c, form of social action, perhaps in conjunction wi.'h

appropriate civilian agencies.

49. The military is highly vulnerable to the impact of the media, which

form one of the prime vehicles for current social conFlict. ',,ithout hampering
O, freedom of the press, the military should develop imaginative methods of de-

fending t; armed forces against irresponsible attacks by the media.
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50. Future organizational personnel data will include psychological and

social attitude surveys as well as current demographic and performance char-

Iacteristics, permitting sophisticated analysis of personnel profiles.

51. Analytical methods used by some commercial publications to select

f formats, subjects, and audiences muy be applicable to Navy publications, both

in-house items and published works.

1 52. As the impact of television on childhood value formation beccmes

more apparent, it will be decided that TV is too important a medium to be

Ii controlled solely by commercial and technical perspectives.

53. If psychodynamic inquiry into the backgrounds and psyches of national

leaders becomes widely popular, it will probably include top military leaders

in its scope.

I:
L.
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THE CONTINUING MILITARY CONTEXT

This Section and the two following it sharply narrow the focus from

that of the previous eight Sections, from society as a whole, to the specifically

military context. That context and the unique ethos which characterizes it have,

like almost all other major social institutions, exemplified both the best and, on

occasion, the worst qualities of mankind. The great challenge of modern times

have been to confine its exercise to the best defensive qualities against the worst

offensive qualities. In such terms, the military ethos is not yr-t expendable, nor

is it likely to become so in the foreseeable future, in which 'iredators, however

disarming or sophisticated their guise, will still be predators.

The traditional military ethic postulated a hierarchical institution

with strict officer-enlisted stratification informed by a vertical, authoritarian

chain of command, and a stoic acceptance, if not embrace, of privation as a

corollary, depending upon motivarion, to duty or to glory. Glory has lost much

if its power to ;nform the modern militcr.y ethos, but duty still provides powerful

reinforcement.

At the core of the American military ethos are several convictions

about war, first, war is at the extreme limi' of, but is still an integral part of,

the social process; it is not an aberration separated from the social and poitical

structure. Second, war occupies the extreme step of a single ladder of conflict

escalation; so long as no authority ex:kts to force sovereign nations to desist irorn

escalating vik2ance, issues in contention wilh continue to arise over which passion

or the prospects of aggrandizement will impel certain nations to undertake successive

stages of violence, including, on occcosion, the ultimate stage. Third, the coming

of war to a porticular nation has nothing to do, necessarily, vith thrit nation's

innocence, ui virtues, or peaceful intentions, or de;ires- war comes to both sides

at the will of one side: the predator. Fourth, if a society believes its institutions

deserve to endure, rather than commit suicide or destroy one's institutions so that

they may be superseded by those of a predator, the society will fihht A war to
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preserve itself. Fifth, the military man in a moral society fights any war which

the duly constituted authorities of his society instruct him to fight. Sixth, if one

enters a war, it is better to win than to lose. Seventh, amateurs do not win

wars against professionals. To win a war against a powerful, skilled opponent,

a nation must fight with at least equal power, skill, and will-and, preferably,

with more. Eighth, even if one adheres to all the rules of war, war is lethal

business. There is no Inown nice way to fight a war. Ninth, the proper

management of violence in war is not the application of maximum destruction.

nor the application of violence gratuitously or w'=1 only, but enough

to force the predator to desist from physical violence. Nevertheless, depending

upon the predator and his methods, this purpose may still require the application

of massive destruction. Tenth and finally, to defend a moral society at the risk

of one's life is a highly moral act, and those who participate in that act need

offer no apologies on moral grounds, least of all to those who benefited from the

outcome but did not participate.

There is more to the complex core than these few blunt points; there

are mcny qualifications and nuances involved, also; but these convictions fairly

represent tf'is unique core. The total compass of military rationales embraces a

fairly comprehensive range of other interests and activities, informed by a spirit

of public service; many of these activities are pursued in common with other

social institutions, for example, education, training, exploration, research, national

representation abroad, technological drovelopment, mapping and geodesy, disaster

relief, communications, transportation, and development in such fields as manage-

ment, organization, and administration.

It is a truism to observe that armed forces reflect the society from

which they spring. Accordingly, the socicl and cultural ferment churning American

society is being reflected in the military establishment, and the impacts will be

reflected indefinitely into the future. The process has been going on for a long

time.
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The advent of mass armies in the late 18th century, moiivated by

popular nationalism and coupled with the effects of industrialization and tech-

nology, began to dilute the Spartan military concept. Today, automation and

affluence only serve to accelerote the dilution. Theories of complex organizationI f cast doubt on the efficacy of strict hierarchies cnd demonstrato the centrality of

informal lateral primary groups in military orgoo:izations. Democratization and

egalitarianism in civil life threaten tradit; iI military rank and authority structures.

Affluence downgrades acceptance of pain. Secularization questions the idea oF

glory, and perhaps even of duty. Humanism and rationality, plus the optimism

about progress generated by a technological age, leads many to question the
inevitability of war. The vastly increased role of general technological and

administrative expertise inthe military, coupled with a decline in the proportion

of armed Forces which actually engage the enemy, blurs the occupational dis-

tinction between soldiers and civilians, as does the equalization of danger and

participation confronting the two, brought about by weapons of mass destruction

and compi'ehensive mobilization. De:pife society's continuing need for the

military, a wide rang• of contemporary socicl trends contradict important elements

of the traditional military etho.,.

Other traditional aspects of military institutions are being affected

by current and future change. The idea of the autonomous commander as a prime

mover equipped with authority commensurate with his responsibility is declining,

due to centralization, instantaneous communications, and automation, all of which

enable any number of echelons to be bypassed. The exercise of militury authority

is involving more of the problems of lateral coordination between proliferating

specialists, as well as a vertical exercise of command. Together with the

granting of rank to large numbers of individuals in recognition of technical

expertise rather than militara ability, this portends some revision in the definition

and e onnotathons of rank and command authority. It may be that the concept of

one all-situation leader will give way to a concept of flexible task forces with

leaders shifting according to major tasks. It seems relevant that, after Cover forty
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years of study, psychologists have not been able to identify any single trait or

combination of traits that invariably distinguishes tho leader in all situations.

As representatives of the military's concern with education for

leadership, Service Academy students, compared with civilian college students,

are likely to be more competitive, public-oriented, service-oriented, and

politically conservative than their civilian counterparts, and tend to come from

families with higher socioeconomic status. The composite academy student is

an upwardly-mobile youth from a medium-sized city who, on mental, physical,

and social terms, succeeds on his own merits. However, he tends to excel in

personal competition; he compares less well in ccoperative and humanistic

orientations. Despite rising anti-military sentiments, the academic quality cf

entering academy students remains high. Changing social attitudes are reflected,

however, in the pragmatic rather than idealistic explanations for pursuing a

military career given by students, and in the reasons for resigning given by the

one-third of cadets of midshipmen who fail to graduate. Formerly, the main

reason for dropping out was academic failure; nowadays, it is low motivation.

Even those /oung men who choose a military education, therefore, are being

affected by social and cultural change.

Professional military men, of course, have never formed the mono-

lithic, authoritarian, illiberal, right-winy group that extreme critics have often

assumed them to be, and military values will become even less stereotyped ;n

the future. Nevertheless, the very nature of the military mission engenders

certain qualities-an exhaustive psychological assimilation process, strong goal-

orientation, and a considerable sense of community-which run counter to our

increasingly existential ond individualistic culture. The military must constantly

assume that Noar is a possibility, and its central concern is planning for that

eventuality; the American civil population prefers to ignore military problems,

and turns to the military only in times of acutely perceivcd threat.

The future course of military establishments in general, and the

American establishment in particular, is partly uncertain. Some ancient premises

will maintain their validity. Others may be radically revised.
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The modern military establishment has many changing r, .-s, developed

by technology, by American society, by the world environmert, a,;d by the

military profession itself. Battlefield tasks comprise a declining prx'Ortion.

Externally, the military establishment is experiencing a profoind +.As in

legitimacy. Internally, something of a counterpart to the genere generation

gap exists. In seeking greater "self-fulfillment" for itself, the -;-rriccn military

0 testablishment may expand its roles, for example, in social actio!"

'- IMPACTS

1. Studies of Navy officers' values as moralistic or pragmatic discredit

stereotypes of related to authoritarianism and the military mi,.J. T1 - values of

mil:,cry professionals will continue to move Further away f.•i, suci. i:(! otypes.

U 2. The nature of enlisted service in peacetime may con,. to resemble the

contractual nature of civilian employment, with less implication of "obligation."7-

3. The processes of assimilation in the Navy may undergo transformation, in-

"- corporating greater recognition of different stages of tirie-sensitive and situation-

sensitive intensity.

4. At this stage of automation, it appears essential to leave part of every

major process of personnel administration free of the computer, retaining the

assurance to the individual of the retention of human judgment.

, 5. Automation of some functions, but not others, of work groups may revise

understanding of the processes of formation ond maintenance of primary-group

relationships.

6. Predicted flexibility and rotating leadership of task forces in future work

environments may increase group instability and tensions.

7. Analysis of value shifts involving top Navy leaders during the periods of

their attendance at the Naval Academy and present day may shed further light

on value change in general and on prospective value systems involving today's

midshipmen.
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8. The Services might profitably explore the implications for Serv;ce careers

of a shift in orientation at the Academies involving less competitiveness and more

cooperativeness.

9. National Service is a concep' harboring a number of potential benefits

to the nation, especially the provision of constructive growth experience for the

young.

10. A number of converging trends combine to suggest the exploration of new

forms of constituting nationai military forces.

-1 0Id
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5 VIETNAM AND OTHER IMPACTS

The military Services have been sh,.ggling to cope with adverse forces

powerfully accelerated by the events in Vietnam, and frequentl, ascribed to that

unhappy American entanglement; it is probable, however, that the deep roots of

anti-military attitudes lie in more fundamental value changes that got underway long

before, and that will persist long afterthe Vietnam War. The very legitimacy of

the military establishment has been questioned; religious bodies and individual clergy

have questioned the morality of its activities; univers;ies, scholars, and the National

Academy of Sciences have withdrawn cooperation and support; the highly educated

members of the World Future Society place "nationcl security" last among a dozen goals,

and appraise "the defeat of Communism" and "U.S. predominance in the world" -is

"Undesirable." Perhaps a most telling indicator is I,'e advice of some military families

to their sons not to follow this ancient and hoiorable profession. Some of the bases

for alienation have been naive, untrue, distorted, or uniair; but unfairness is part of

the problem. To some extent, the military establishment is serving as the scapegoat for

a wide ratige of social discontents.

As a few astute analysts have observed, thie key decisions were those

• -of 1965: to intervene massively without calling up the Reserves and National Guard,

and without declaring war, and to install a one-year combat tour. For that set of

decisions, the War lasted too loNg. American forces everywhere else were drained to

sustain those in Vietnam, but the number o.• experienced high-quality NCO's and

junior officers was never enough. The "ivy League" contribution to leadership was

conspicuously absent; and the guilt-complex of many deferred students and young

faculty had more than a little to do with charges of "immoral war." The inequities,

not of the drcft itself, but of its priorities, overexpended the middle class. As always,

the same old problems, plus some new ones-desertion, drugs, racial confrontations,

Article 212's, crimes, fragging -occurred v r•h greatest frequency among rear-area

units and units afflicted with what Janowitz calls "the chronic underemployment" of

some military units in peacetirr- circumstances. Many commanders rated the young
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troops the best-educated and idealistic who have ever fought for America; at the same

time, they demonstrated that higher educational levels, for one factor, lead to greater

questioning, demands for near-autonomy, greater self-interest, and similar inevitable

characteristics. The press and media coverage was unprecedented in scope, intensity,

and swiftness; the impact of television coverage was probably on the whole adverse in

the long run. The accessibility of the press to only one side of the war, plus the

adversary orientcition of many foreign and American press representatives, plus the

prevailing interest of the media in recounting every destructive aspect of American

war activities while largely ignoring the constructive aspects of Amer~can war activities-

all affected the military in ways which the military (and perhaps the press) do not yet

understand, but need to study very hard.

Despite both the competence and the restraint which overwhelmingly

characterized the American military performance in Vietnam (unfortunately, buried

under the volume devoted to adverse accounts), some leaders failed and some men

failed, in circumstances which may yield to further study efforts, seeking more re-

liable methods for assessment of men. The effects of the Vietnam era may be peculiarly

reflected in the Vietnam Veteran, who is more numerous than many think (the

1,750,000th Serviceman returned on Jan. 22, 1972) and is somewhat different from

the veterans of previous wars. The majority say that are not alienated, and probably

most vetera. , will adjust without incident by themselves (for one thing, only a minority

actually engaged in combat). Others, such as dissenters in uniform, young enlisted

men and officers of all Services, may be busy For some years ahead justifying their

dissent in i. number of forms, aided, abetted, funded and exploited by groups outside

the military for various political purposes; such groups also exploited servicemen

willing to reveal classified information about sensitive activities.

The Services, like most institutions,had little experience in dealing j
with widespread abuse of non-alcoholic drugs. It was perhaps ironic that the military,

the most advanced American social instiufc.n in equalizing opportunity and rooting

out discrimination, should have become an arena for racia! conflicA. Military justice,

maligned by many who had no experience of it ")nd no intention of living in it
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even if the reforms they advoc.&td were to be adopted, Is still perhaps Oh5

most misunderstood aspect of the military establishment; but it is caught up in

I I the whole American movement involving l.aw and order, police reform, pol;ce

rectuitment, court reform, capital punishment, and prison reform.

.ii Few ins'itutions have responded as promptly, as vigorously, and

as progressively as the military to an impressive array of concurren.t change. The

Navy, Marine Corps, Army, and Air Force have reexamined their practices, thrown

-_- out outmoceed ones, and invented new ones. With the support of the Congr.":ý and

other agercies, they have raised pay and are improving the conditions of Service life.

The Institute of R,;ce Relations and strong programs in all Services are eliminating the

remaining vestiges of discrimination. Programs of amnesty and rehabilitation have

pioneered in the mass treatment of drug abusers. Much remains to be done, some along

lines dimly foreseen. For, as the Vietnam War winds down, and American participation

S"ends, it will be seen more clearly that, to a large extent, Vietnam was only a screen

- in front of a time. The changes cited in previous Sections- erosion of authority,

transformation in the role of the family, earlier maturation, technological innovation,

increase in emphasis on humanism and individuality, the imponderable effects of

television and automation, centralized social planning-these and many other forces

"~ - are by no means declining but are proceeding at full force into the future. Many

detailed practices are being reassessed and revised by the military, and many more

will be. Less clear are answers to the broader questions, such as those involving the

[" moral bases for the roles of the military establishment, and the nature of the roles

"which American society will desire that the military fill in the future.

[" IMPACTS

I. The traditional military response to widespread public criticism, including

irrational criticism, is to lapse into silence. The proliferation of media and their

[ exploitation by anti-military groups may render such a course less viable in the future.

2. Willingness on the part of the military establishment to reexamine the ethical

bases of its rationales and to restate them in modern terms may go a long way toward
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restoration of legitimacy of the mllitary as a so •I institution in critical sectors oi

public opinion.

3. A number of elements in American society would support the military in

!;uch a project.
V

4. Political misconceptions of the military role, especially among educated

groups, will continue to erode efforts to maintain a reasonobly balanced military

establishment.

5. Military families appear to be declining as a traditional source of recruitment

For military professionals.

6. The Navy may be constrained to take an official position concerning the

fathering of large numbers of children out of wedlock in foreign countries.

7. Greater complexity will characterize interrelationships between the Navy

and an increasing number of private agencies.

8. The Navy will be confronted by an increasing number of interventionist and

"consumer" groups representing citizen interests.

9. Television and other media coverage of military activities overseas, especially

during hostilities, and with certain exceptions, will probably not be present in balanced

fashion without the imposition of some form of controls.

10. Further study should be devoted to the effects of modern communications on

forces fighting overseas, and on enemy efforts to exploit dometic disaffection.

11. Better screening procedures should be sought for the detection of atrocity-

prone individuals, and for the identification of leadership styles adequate to cope

with them.

12. Panels of military representatives willing and able to participate in rational

campus debate on military policy and activities may become increasingly valuable.

13. The future success of military efforts to encourage more balanced press

coverage will depend in part upon greater initiative and candor from the mi!itory
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establishment in uncovering and announcing deficiencies.

14. The story of constructive military activities in war zones will not be

? " adequately told unless the military tells it, concurrently with the account of the

destructive activitie: of war.

15. In response to certain situations with disreputable outcomes which emerged

from the Vietnam era, the military muy be dissatisfied with the quality of its methods

of leadership analysis and assessment. Uni-directional perspectives for fitness ratings

may prove inadequate to leader-challenging circumstances of the future. Peer and

t .subordinate perspectives, despite their drawbacks, plus other innovations, may con-

tribute to more rounded, more reliable assessments.

16. The Navy will be participating more extensively in social action.

17. The Janowitz suggestion for a composite ROTC program in the ten largest

metropolitan centers seems to be a viable proposal.

18. Unionization of American armed Forces does not appear likely within a

decade.

"19. The orne-year combat tour deserves careful evaluation before being adopted

in any future period of hostilities.

20. An interesting type For future study in relation to career patterns (and one

that will recur more frequently) is the much-decorated, highly successful leader of

units up to battalion and 7egimental size, who appears to have difficulty exptinding

his perspective with equal clarity into contexts of national policy and international

relations.

21. The articulateness of dissenters in uniform will probably increase, depending

upon the state of public interest in military affairs; it will be encouraged by civilian

groups aftemptinp )o exploit internal dissent for the groups' purposes.

22. Encouragement of revelations of classified information and sensitve Navy

activities will increase, and may require more rigid psychologicrl screenr=i, n

applicants for setsitive os•ignments in advance.
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23. Educational opportunity will inmcrease in power as an inducement and in-

centive, in connection with Navy personnel programs.

24. Drug abuse is not likely io disappear, in view of the heavy use of pre-

scription drugs in the adult culture, and the proliferation of programs for drug

use in the future in such activities as "increasing intelligence," heightening

awareness," etc.

25. While blacks rece ive most of the current altention devoted to minorities,

other minorities will achieve comparable prorminence in the next decade, and re-

ceive gieater attention in Navy programs.

26. Perception of the role of the absentee in the Navy, and the other Services,

will undergo considerable transformation. Exclusive of wartime circumstances, the

absentee may come to be r. . rdced more as he is regarded by a university or by an

industrial corporation.

27. The future ,, the mili.arv justice systrm is uncertain, pressed as it still is

by groups attemptng- to remove it from the military entirely. It seems likely that

further erosion of authority will take place, as the system becomes complicated by

additional legal isms.

-16
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OLD AND NEW DIRECTIONS

This final Section brings forward a number of initiatives already generated

by the military in response to the most immediate impacts of social change, elucidates

additional suggestions and predictions from a number of sources, and cites alternative

forecasts of the possible future courses of social orientation of the military establishment.

Some military aspects will endure more or less in traditional form; some changes are

Sclearly identifiable as probably becoming permanent in changed form. Other current

military structures and forms are transitional; the octcomes are uncertain. Meanwhile,

a certain amount of dynarr* :cm characterizes the curoent military establishment. In

L! many ways,the military is in the forefront of American instiututions attempting to cope

with and adapt to social change. An overriding purpose of rhe Services is to attract

and keep quality personnel.

Observers of the total American social scene postulate three socio-

logical scenarios concerning the direction and degree of civil-military convergence.

The first visualizes a civilianized armed force whose values steadily converge with

those of civil society. Technology, the rise of "individuatior," adaptation by the

military to youth values in attempts to obtain volunteers, and the improvisational

tendency of modern, low-intensity conflict- all may well cause democratization of

the military and a decline of the military mystique, substantial decline in authoritarian

leadership, and even the emergence of unionizationi, as in Sweden or West Germany.

Factors mitigating against this trend are the sustained stress and rigor of actual or

potential combat, once entered; 'the disaffection of career personnel with the "New

j:[ Sensibility"; and the marginal impact that changes to appease the "New Sensibi.ity"

might have on truly committed anti-.Establishment dissidents.

A second model, stressing divergence, is the reverse of the first. It

assumes that an all-volunteer Force will be unleavened by a constant influx of dis-

gruntled civilian soldiers and upper-class officers from liberal backgrounds, and

would be recruited instead from traditionally conservative regions and universities.

An increase in hereditary Service recruitment, a post-Vietnam defensive turning-
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inward by the military, and a decline in the importance of the civilian Reserve

Components (resulting from emphasis on forces in being and declining support for the

mobilization-base rationale) will provide further impetus for this trend. This model

will probably not be realized either; divergence implies onflict with the general

culture and trends within it, a course which is not lik:y to attract enough quality

personnel in the future, and not likely to be compatible enough with the complex

interactions that will be required of all future social institutions.

The third scenario, perhaps the most plausible, predicts a mix of

both types, whereby combat and support elements of the armed forces will be segmented

into traditional and civilianized sectors, into partially divergent and partially con-

vergent sectors. These are general distinctions, however; all elements of the military

will be affected by drastic social change, will interact with civilian society more,

and be ,illed upon to perform more nori-miiitary functions. New administrative

tools, such as automation end the developme' t of more precise measurements of

motivation, evaluation, incentive, etc., will combine with value and attitude change

to keep the whole area of personnel administration in flux for the next decade. In-

ternol and external specialists are developing new insights and techniques across the

whole spectrum of personnel problems of concern to the Navy and Marine Corps. New

norms of interpersonal relations will undergo persistent readjustment. Initiatives-

suggestions meriting consideration involve stabilization of tours; rotation of units

rather than individuals; reduction of unaccompanied tours, and minimizing other

similar disruptions; deep selection of promising young individuals; authorizing unit

commanders to prcmote with fewrer restrictions; lateral entry of specialists intu both

officer and NCO ranks; elimina.ing the Regular- Reserve distinction and promoting

by ability only. Command per se might become a career specialty rather than a

ticket -punching slot, obviating the current problem of too many officers in command

positions fao too short o period of time.

Further professionalizatior. oF the NCO corps might involve expansion I
of programs to provide both junior and senior NCOz with a ful! pattern of career

education, guidance, and counseling. Senior NCOs might be allowed to resign,
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like officers. Test periods for prospective recruits to be terminated at the discretion

of iither party would enable the Services to prevent many undesirables from reaching

career status. CombaT-liable personnel might be paid a special bonus, and credited

with extra e.tirement and longevity time. Non-military offenses might be remanded

to civil courts, except in combat theaters or other extreme circumstances. Enlisted

men might be allowed the same off-duty freedom as officers. Accrual of leave up

to 120 days might be restored to its pre-WWII status.

j Many legal restrictions on the employment of women in the military

have already been removed, eroding the concept that women are useful to the military

"only to free men for combat duty. in any case, men will 1kave io work with women,

and eventually treat them as equals.

Training efforts will take cognizance of the fact that recruits will be

more inclined than ever before to question and analyze critically. Training itself

will be more realistic, less rote and more imaginative (especially physical training),

less spit-and-polish and more mission-oriented, and will place more emphasis on

leadership skills, the handling and controlling of people.

A de-emphasis of traditional military perspective toward violence

may occur. Participative management will increase; as leadership becomes more

manipulative than directive, the distinction between the troop commander and fhe

staff officer will blur. A major challenge to the future military will be t1'K recon-

ciliation of specialists' expertise and generalish' responsibility and power. All

Service branches will be involved in systematic en'rrh for and reward of the brightest

and youngest individuals, and will be under pressure, .,ften from those same personnel,

to allow wide latitude of debate and discussion.

Two final caveats are in order. Many current problems facing the

military can be charged to the usual decline in morale and purposelessnrs. that

accompat~ies the end of a long war, and a large proportion of the American population

has traditionally been biased against the professional military. Yet whethei or no-

j the United States needs a military force, and what kind of force is required, depend'.
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not only on domertic considerations, but on the actions and policies of other countries,

who may choose to impel society towards worldsof kinds different from that in which

Americans want to live.

IMPACTS:

1. The decline in the prcportion of Navy men who actually meet the enemy supports

a reduction in re:quirements that all or most, entrants into the Navy meet personnel

criteria designed for combat personnel.

2. Future competition for competent manpower may press the Navy to more vigorous
exploitation oF areas f the ,otal not:nnal manpower pool previously neglected, viz.,

wucn, younqer adolescents, and the handicapped.

S3. As automation tends to eliminate Iower-IO ios the average Navy grade will

probably continue to rise.

•. As meritocractic tendencies become more compelling, more reliable methods

For evaluation and selection will probably have to be devised, in order to retain

,He confidence of those affected.

5. Psychornetric career analysis, incorporating physiloogical, psychological, and

sccialdata, may be in.rninating to both the Navy and its people.

6. Military special zaticin ;n o career field of command 'ouid be difficult to

desij.n in such ways as to provide fully for the early sky-rocket and the late bloomer,

especially in the uncertain contexts chead.

7. The physical, historica!, ternpe:.omerk fl, and public-opinian aspects of combat

roles, or near-combat roles, for women wou!d i .ve to be thoroughly explored before

the subject could be approached in serious, ,neaninqful ways.

8. The admission of larae numbers of women into the ranLs of the Navy would

bring a corresponding influx of loisbands, bh th miliii•ry and civilian. Relationships

of husband wilh the Nay1 would not be piecike countercarts of Navy relations with

Novy wive%.
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9. Changes in future internal Navy environments may lead to reconsideration of

the nature of round-the-clock discipline requirement; useful study might be devoted to

other activities which employ different forms of crisis discipline.
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